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FOREWORD 
This paper reports on a preliminary investigation into market 
developments for jute fibre and jute goods. It was undertaken 
as a preparatory study to the project for United Nations' Economie 
and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific on "Development 
of analytical tools for jute producing countries to formulate 
supply adjustment policies and export marketing strategies for 
their jute and jute goods". 
Work on the main project itself started in May 1984. The descrip-
tion of the market for jute and jute goods and the conclusion 
arrived at in this paper are preliminary and may need adjustment 
during the course of the project. Certain parts of the jute 
economy are not yet reported upon adequately. This will be done 
more in detail in various reports to be written during the course 
of the ESCAP-projeet. The same is true for a description of modeling 
analyses already undertaken for the jute economy. This also will 
be taken up in the main project. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Jute is a natural fibre, largely grown in Bangladesh, India, China and 
Thailand. Around 1950 the Bangladesh area produced about 50 % of the 
world jute output; this is currently reduced to 20-25 % because Bangladesh 
did not increase its production while Indian jute output doubled and China 
leaped ahead from very little to third place in world jute production. 
Jute goods production was concentrated in India in the 1950's, taking almost 
half of world production. However, Indian jute goods production remained 
stagnant throughout the following decades, while world jute goods production 
increase with some 50 %. A dramatic decline is seen in EEC-countries, while 
other countries notably China, Bangladesh and Thailand become very important. 
Jute production, however, has shown very little increase since the middle of the 
1960s and dropping some 20 % between 1979 and 1982. During the latter period 
prices have dropped with about the same percentage. Recently some improvement 
can be spotted. Such developments raise the following important questions: 
- what is the long-term outlook for jute and jute goods? 
- what will happen in the short term? 
- what are optimal supply adjustment policies and export marketing 
strategies? 
Answers to these questions are essential for such a commodity on which 
millions of poor farmers depend for their living. 
Currently a study is being undertaken by PAO and the World Bank on the 
competitive situation between jute and polypropylene in the world market. 
The basic orientation of the study is to tracé developments in end-use 
markets for jute and jute products during the 197O's and make judgements 
regarding the medium- to long-term prospects. Results are expected in 
1984. Assistance to the jute producing countries is also given by 
ITC UNCTAD/GATT in the demand stimulation and generic market promotion 
for jute goods. 
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In a second report by the UNCTAD secretariat on "The marketing for jute 
and jute products: Areas for international co-operation", it is emphasized 
that the pricing of jute and jute goods raises the most serious problems 
in marketing of jute and jute products. This can be seen as involving two 
parts: low price levels and the instability of prices around their trend 
levels. While numerous efforts are made to improve the profitability of 
the jute and jute goods production, an important aspect of securing good 
and stable prices is providing the market with an adequate supply of jute 
and jute goods. Various stocking schemes were discussed extensively in 
the UNCTAD Preparatory Meetings on Jute and Jute Products, but it was not 
possible to reach an agreement on stabilization. 
It was at its 4th session in February 1982 that the Government Consultation 
among Jute Producing Countries reiterated and stressed that many of the 
major problems faced by the jute producing countries at present were 
mainly due to the persistent imbalance between supply of and demand for 
jute and jute goods in the world market. In this connection, the Consultation 
agreed that the formulation of measures should be discussed for making 
adjustment in the supply of jute and jute goods according to the expected 
demand of the world market. 
The International Agreement on Jute and Jute Products, has no economie 
provision for stabilization of prices for jute and jute goods because the 
importing countries are not convinced that such a scheme of international 
buffer stocking to stabilize prices of jute and jute goods in the inter-
national market is a viable one. With the sharp decline of prices of jute 
and jute goods in the recent years, it has put the jute producing countries 
in a very difficult economie position as a consequence of drastic reduction 
in their export earnings. It is therefore clear that at least under the 
present International Agreement on Jute and Jute Products, IJO will not 
be in the position or interested to undertake this activity whereas 
immediate solution to problems of the continuing decline of prices of 
jute and jute goods and the declining unremunerative price levels received 
by more than 10 million small farmers in jute producing countries are 
becoming more serious and urgent. 
As is well known, more than 95 per cent of jute production is by countries 
in the ESCAP region. Following the ESCAP resolution 194 (XXXV) on promotion 
and support for economie and technical co-operation among developing 
countries dated 14 March 1979, ESCAP is the U.N. organization appropriate 
for undertaking such activities. 
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In view of the above, members of the Consultation at its 5th session 
requested the ESCAP secretariat to assist the jute producing countries 
in developing tools for formulating their supply and export marketing 
strategies for their jute and jute goods. In this connection, a project 
proposal has been prepared. This paper aims at giving a report of a 
preliminary investigation into the market developments of jute and jute 
goods. The bulk of the research was done in 1982. 
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2. GENERAL BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
2.1 Production 
Jute is an annual plant, growing from 2 to 4 meters high. It has a cylindrical 
stem with a diameter of about 2-3 cm. There are no branches except near the top 
Growing of jute is preferably done in a hot, moist climate with a moderate 
amount of rain. Too much rain is detrimental and a very dry season is 
disastrous. 
Jute seeds are broadcast in the first half of the year and the plant is cut 
in the second half of the year. The fibre develops in the bast of the plant. 
After harvesting the fibre is obtained by retting in water in order to 
remove the bark from the jute fibre. This requires retting pools. The way 
of retting determines to a large extent the quality of the fibre. 
Since the jute fibre is woody and brittle it must undergo a preiiminary 
process of softening in order to facilitate the yarn-making process. 
Softening is done by crushers and rollers pouring water and oil over the 
jute fibre. In the industral process the fibres are spun to yarns. The 
yam is woven to obtain bags, cloth and other jute goods. 
The cultivation of jute is strongly concentrated in Bangladesh and the 
eastern part of India. China, Nepal and Burma are important producers as 
well. Next to "true jute", the term mostly also comprises kenaf and other 
allied fibres which do not have the same strict growing requirements as jute. 
Unless otherwise indicated in this paper, jute is supposed to comprise 
kenaf and allied fibres. 
Jute has been grown in Bangladesh for centuries. In the 1830's, the fibre 
became known in Europe. In Dundee (Scotland), the jute fibre was spun on 
the flax machinery. Dundee developed to the world centre of the "golden 
fibre". At the end of the 19th century it became clear that it was cheaper 
to spin and weave jute in Bengal. For this purpose Scottish machinery was 
imported into India. From 1910 onwards, the Bengal jute industry was bigger 
than the British. Processing largely took place in the Calcutta area in 
West-Bengal. The growing of the jute fibre was concentrated for a large 
part in East-Bengal. 
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After the division of India and Pakistan took place in 1947, the problem 
emerged that India had a processing industry but a lack of raw materials 
and that Pakistan had a lot of raw material in its eastern part without a 
processing industry. Because both countries tried'to reach selfsufficiency, 
an upward pressure on the supply of jute was created. Around 1960 India 
had increased its production sufficiently to supply its own milis. 
The eastern part of Pakistan (now Bangladesh) has always remained an exporter 
of jute fibre be it to a decreasing extent. 
From the end of the 1960s onwards, the rate of processing to jute fibre 
production has roughly stabilized. 
2.2 Consumption 
Traditionally Europe (in particular the United Kingdóm, Belgium, France and 
Germany (F.R.)) imported jute fibre for further processing. They protected 
their industry with progressive import-duties. The USA only produced 
specialized jute goods and was the most important buyer of jute goods from 
India. 
Around 1955 production techniques were developed which very much facilitated 
production of synthetic fibres. Especially polypropylene (PP) and to a much 
less extent polyethylene (PE) proved to be a suitable substitute for jute 
in many markets. More details are given in chapter 4. Advantageous 
returns to scale played an important role in reducing the production costs 
of these synthetic substitutes. It took until the beginning of the 1970's 
that PP and PE could be produced at minimal costs. These were much lower 
than the prices of jute fibre. Because of the difference in feedstock 
for PP in Europe and Japan (naphta) and the USA (natura1 gas liquids and 
liquified petroleum gasses) the time of switching differed. 
Substituting jute by synthetics occurred in the USA at the end of the 1960's 
and in Europe and Japan in the beginning of the 1970's. There were also 
differences in the process of substitution. In Western Europe many jute 
producers and traders switched to producing and trading substitute products. 
In the USA, production was mostly in the hand of oil companies having the 
availability of the feedstocks. 
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However, competition is not only based on prices. An important stimulus for 
the switch were also uncertainties regarding the supply and the prices of 
jute. The independence war of Bangladesh in 1971 was not favourable in this 
respect. A switch to synthetic fibres in general means possibilities of a 
permanent loss for jute. Reswitching rarely occurs. 
After synthetic fibres had pushed jute out of some markets and had strongly 
penetrated in others in the 1970s, an important trade liberalisation 
occurred. The anti-processing tendency in the import tariffs on jute and 
jute goods were gradually eliminated in Western Europe and Japan. The jute 
goods, now demanded in these countries, are mostly imported. The jute industry 
in Bangladesh which was set up in the 1960s, was not further expanded and 
India itself processed all its jute fibre. Thailand, however, made use of 
further export possibilities to Western Europe and Japan. 
While loosing large parts of the traditional markets in developed western 
countries, the focus increasingly shifted to the developing countries (LDC) 
and the centrally planned economy countries (CPEC). Synthetic substitutes 
have only penetrated in a few countries in Eastern Europe, German D.R., 
Czechoslovakia and Hungary. In most European CPEC, including the USSR, 
flax is a more important bast fibre than jute. Jute can be a substitute 
for flax. China is a large and still growing market. It has become self-
sufficient over the years and is an exporter now. 
As far as LDC's are concerned, only the jute producing countries are growing 
markets. In particular in India, domestic use has rapidly increased. 
Spreading of the growing of jute and allied fibres in many countries has 
been an important tendency after WW II. This has been caused in particular 
by roselle (Thai kenaf) and mestha's, but also by jute cultivation in Nepal 
and Burma. These tendencies resulted in a reduction of the dominant position 
of Bangladesh and the Eastern part of India (see also chapter 3) . 
In order to counter the decrease in possible end-uses one has tried to 
develop new products. In the past such new products provided a new 
momentum to the trade in jute e.g. carpet backing in the 1960s. A major 
problem is that the research capacity of the jute producing countries is 
much less than that of the PP producers. So far research has not really 
provided important impulses. 
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PRODUCTION, PROCESSING AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE: GENERAL ASPECTS 
3.1 Production of jute fibre 
Supply of jute is determined in the end by the farmers who grow jute. 
The requirements for the natural surroundings for the cultivation of 
jute are rather specific. Besides, it is a labour-intensive erop. Jute 
therefore is a very suitable erop for Bangladesh and East India. Mestha, 
kenaf and other allied fibres are easier to grow, thus allowing a more 
wide-spread production. According to the FAO production statistics, a 
shift from jute to allied fibres did not materialize rapidly. In 
1961-1965 jute took about 76 % of the total of jute + allied fibres. 
This percentage only reduced to 71 % in 1973-1974. In these figures, 
China has been excluded. A major factor between this small decrease was 
the reduction in mestha production in India. The production of jute and 
allied fibres in India and Bangladesh as a percentage of the world produc-
tion excluding China decreased from about 83 % in 1961-1965 to just over 
70 % in 1973-1974. 
These trends of the 1960s and early 1970s, however, were clearly dis-
rupted in the 1970s. A major reason for the original trends was the rise 
in the cultivation of kenaf in Thailand. However, in the second half of 
the 1970s the production of kenaf in Thailand has not increased anymore 
(see below), while Bangladesh and India again jumped ahead, acquiring 
again about 80 % throughout the period 1978 to 1982. In these figures 
China is not included. 
Jute is grown in general by relatively small farmers. The tillers often 
are the owners of the land. The distribution of land has deteriorated 
in Bangladesh in the 1970s, but we have the impression that this happened 
for rice rather than for jute. 
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In spite of the fact that the cultivation of the jute is rather concentrated 
in Bengal, posing specific reguirements to the climate, it is not true that 
the production structure is only connected to growing jute. Production of 
jute can easily be replaced by production of rice. The price elasticity of 
jute supply is one of the highest of agricultural products in the tropics. 
Many studies have been done on the price ratio of rice and jute. The area 
planted is rather sensitive to this price ratio. In Thailand productiön of 
cassava and maize are substitutes for growing Thai kenaf. Especially in 
Thailand, the area under jute has decreased because of such competing 
products. At the same time, the yield per hectare has increased for jute. 
Also in Bangladesh and India, the profitability of jute cultivation has 
come under pressure in relation to the profitability of growing rice. In 
Bangladesh the area increased considerably in 1960's but is now again below 
the level of 1960. The area productivity has hardly increased in this period. 
In India an overall trend in the area can hardly be discovered after the 
peak of 1.3 million ha. in 1961/62. The area declined and only increased 
again at the end of the 1970's but decreased in the early 1980's to about 
0.5 million ha. Average yield remained rather constant. Besides, it is 
rather difficult to talk about average yield if this comprises both jute and 
allied fibres. The yield of mestha and kenaf normally is much lower than 
the yield of jute. Patternsof production and the relationship with (farm 
gate) prices will be further studied in detail by us. 
3.2 International trade in jute fibre 
The suppliers of jute fibre encounter two types of buyer on the market: the 
domestic milis and the processing industries from other countries. On the 
international market there is competition in general with suppliers from 
other countries. This market is dominated by Bangladesh. In analyzing the 
jute market it would be good to distinguish between qualities of jute and 
allied fibres as they are used for different end-uses. Sometimes some low 
qualities are not made productive anyway. 
Demand and supply of jute fibre normally do not balance within a year. In 
general there is stocking or destocking in the producing countries. 
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The countries Bangladesh, Thailand, Nepal, India and Burma supply about 
95 % of the world export of jute fibre. Some data and the percentage share 
in the total of these five countries are given below in table 3.1. Data 
refer to the erop year July/June. China, though exporting jute fibre, is 
still a net importer. 
Table 3.1 Exports of jute fibre by five major countries (thousand tonnes), 
percentage share in brackets 
Bangladesh Thailand Nepal India Burma Total 
1960-61 535.3 (89) 62 (10) 7.4 (1) _ (-) _ (-) 604.7 
1961-62 731.0 (83) 143 (16) 7.9 (1) - (-) - (-) 881.9 
1962-63 786.9 (76) 238 (23) 9.3 (1) - (-) - (-) 1,034.2 
1963-64 780.8 (85) 126 (14) 10.2 (1) - (-) - (-) 917.0 
1964-65 708.3 (81) 162 (18) 7.0 (1) - (-) - (-) 877.3 
1965-66 763.3 (70) 317 (29) 6.2 (1) _ (-) _ (-) 1,086.3 
1966-67 624.4 (57) 473 (43) 2.3 (0) - (-) - (-) 1,099.7 
1967-68 677.5 (67) 317 (31) 5.9 (1) 15.5 (1) - (-) 1,015.9 
1968-69 583.4 (65) 299 (34) 12.5 (1) - (-) - (-) 894.9 
1969-70 636.3 (70) 256 (28) 14.5 (2) - (-) 1.2 (0) 908.0 
1970-71 404.0 (57) 258 (37) 14.3 (2) 25.6 (4) 1.8 (0) 703.7 
1971-72 363.0 (54) 272 (40) 31.7 (5) - (-) 6.6 (1) 673.3 
1972-73 513.0 (63) 255 (32) 9.2 (1) 8.4 (1) 23.2 (3) 808.8 
1973-74 468.6 (59) 264 (33) 15.0 (2) - (-) 47.4 (6) 795.0 
1974-75 312.6 (45) 247 (36) 20.7 (3) 61.8 (9) 44.9 (7) 687.0 
1975-76 416.4 (64) 158 (24) 20.6 (3) 32.0 (5) 23.5 (4) 650.5 
1976-77 439.0 (72) 138 (23) 25.6 (4) - (-) 4.5 (1) 607.1 
1977-78 297.2 (71) 81 (20) 34.7 (8) 4.9 (1) 0.7 (0) 418.5 
1978-79 362.5 (69) 102 (19) 33.7 (6) 5.0 (1) 25.9 (5) 529.1 
1979-80 357.1 (77) 49 (11) 33.9 (7) - (-) 21.1 (5) 461.1 
1980-81 352.6 (69) 20 (4) 51.2 (10) 18.3 (4) 66.2 (13) 508.3 
1981-82 346.7 (73) 11 (2) 44.4 (9) 53.0 (U) 20.8 (4) 475.9 
This table shows the developments. Around 1960, Bangladesh (part of Pakistan 
at that time) virtually was the sole supplier, taking almost 90 % of the 
market. Then Thailand becomes a serious competitor. In the beginning of 1970s 
some small countries emerge: Nepal and Burma, while India exports if there . 
is excess supply. After 1974 exports from Thailand are strongly reduced: 
production decreases slightly while domestic processing facilities are 
expanded. Bangladesh again takes a predominant share. 
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The pat tem of international trade in jute fibre has strongly changed over 
time as can be seen from table 3.2 where the direction of trade (in percentages) 
is given for Bangladesh. The shift in destination largely is between Western 
Europe and Asia and CPE countries. A confusing factor, however, is exports 
to Pakistan in 1982 being about 18 % of Bangladesh' export. Of course, 
exports to Pakistan were not included in the 1968-1970 data, when Bangladesh 
was part of Pakistan. Excluding Pakistan from the figures for exports gives 
the last column of table 3.2. The reduction in the share for Western Europe 
comes in as strong increases for Asia, China and USSR. 
Table 3.2 Percentage distribution of exports by destination from Bangladesh 
(percentages) 
1968-1970 1982 (a) (b) 
Developed countries 63 25 30 
North America 5 3 4 
Western Europe 53 20 24 
Japan 4 2 2 
Oceania 1 0 0 
Developing countries 19 42 30 
Africa 14 12 15 
Asia 3 30 15 
Latin America 2 0 0 
Centrally Planned Economy 
Countries 18 33 40 
China 9 13 16 
USSR 2 11 14 
Eastern Europe 7 9 10 
(a) including exports to Pakistan 
(b) excluding exports to Pakistan. 
In the late 1960s, about 65 % of Thai exports of jute fibre went to 
developed countries, with about 35 % for Western Europe and 25 % for Japan. 
Only 2 % of the exports went to CPE-countries (E. Europe). In the 1970s 
the Japanese market disappeared completely. In the late 1970s and early 
1980s jute fibre exports of Thailand vanished completely. 
In 1982, Bangladesh (366,800 tonnes) covered over 80 % of the world exports 
of jute fibre. Of the other countries India was the largest exporter: 
40,000 tonnes of which 11,300 to Egypt and 12,400 to the USSR. Nepal exported 
25,900 tonnes of which 15,800 to India. Thailand only exported 7,700 tonnes 
of which 2,300 to Australia. 
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3.3 Processing and international trade in jute goods: consuming countries 
The jute market consists of two different markets: the market for jute fibre 
and the market for jute goods of which the major products are sacking, 
hessian and carpet backing. These cover about 90 % of jute goods production. 
Some minor items are y a m and fabrics. 
The processing industry in general is located in the jute fibre producing 
country or in the jute good consuming country. The only third world country 
exporting jute goods without jute fibre is Pakistan, because of its original 
ties with Bangladesh. In the 1960's Japan exported jute bags and jute cloth. 
In Europe, Portugal still has an exporting processing industry. Until 1977, 
Belgium had a considerable export as well. Other jute goods exporting 
countries were Spain (until 1974), Yugoslavia (until 1977) and France 
(until 1971). For the latter three countries exports originated from excess 
production for the domestic market rather than from an export industry. 
In the remainder of this section two groups of countries will be distinguished: 
1) consuming countries 
2) (jute fibre) producing countries. 
In the 1960s there were four processing areas: Western Europe and Japan, 
Eastern Europe, consuming LDC and the producing countries. In the 1960s 
and 1970s , a large part of the processing in Western Europe and Japan was 
shifted to the producing countries. At the beginning of the 1970s, the 
processing industry was still protected by tariff structures, but these were 
largely eliminated afterwards. The size of the processing industry can be 
approximated by the consumption of jute fibre, equalling net imports + 
local production. Table 3.3 clearly shows the reduction in processing 
activities in Western DC. This decrease is largely caused by the decline 
in the usage of jute goods. 
Processing in consuming LDC has strongly increased as can be seen in table 3.3 
Relatively important countries are Brazil, Pakistan, Indonesia, Egypt and 
Southern Africa. 
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Table 3.3 Consumption of jute fibre in consuming countries 
Western Japan N.America Eastern Consuming Total 
Europe + Europe LDC consuming 
. Oceania countries 
1960 475.4 54.1 62.7 105.4 190.2 887.8 
1961 390.4 58.6 35.7 105.9 201.2 791.8 
1962 549.9 75.6 86.9 110.5 222.2 1,045.. 1 
1963 502.0 87.1 88.5 130.5 228.7 1,036.8 
1964 488.6 75.4 84.6 131.7 242.9 1,023.2 
1965 463.4 92.2 54.9 118.0 226.1 954.6 
1966 484.2 87.4 63.7 137.4 206.6 979.3 
1967 506.0 112.7 57.6 142.0 263.9 1,082.2 
1968 475.5 115.0 62.3 139.0 292.4 1,084.2 
1969 395.1 105.5 48.4 134.4 274.6 958.0 
1970 415.1 102.3 44.3 140.6 288.4 990.7 
1971 298.8 73.6 32.1 122.0 287.7 814.2 
1972 365.8 60.4 34.3 140.8 289.8 891.1 
1973 317.9 52.6 49.6 126.6 387.1 933.8 
1974 342.2 58.7 56.5 106.0 4.11.2 974.6 
1975 148.7 10.6 39.4 128.7 443.8 771.2 
1976 209.3 33.2 38.5 128.8 432.4 842.2 
1977 198.9 26.3 26.7 114.8 422.4 789.1 
1978 39.1 21.5 27.7 113.8 355.5 657.6 
1979 162.5 16.9 31.7 122.7 379.2 713.0 
1980 111.5 20.3 21.5 137.0 378.2 668.5 
1981 107.6 13.6 26.0 146.9 338.5 632.6 
1982 88.4 9.4 29.2 128.6 339.7 595.3 
*) including Brasil. 
Note: consumption defined as net imports (at country level) plus production. 
The picture developed above can be supplemented by adding information about 
the imports of jute goods. The FAO provides a most useful table in her 
publication "Supply, demand and trade projections for 1985" (revised 
èdition, 1979). A copy of this table, though a bit out of date, is shown 
here as table 3.4. The level of processing can be derived if for simplicity's 
sake domestic production in consuming countries is left out. On a world scale, 
imports of jute + jute goods decreased. A similar picture can be drawn 
from table 3.5, where export data are presented as given in FAO: Jute, 
Kenaf and Allied Fibres, June 1983. 
Table 3 . 4 J u t e . Kenaf and A l l l e d F l b r e s : A c t u a l Net Imports and P r o j e c t e d l a p o r t a Requlremen 
Actual Net Imports Projected Im 
1962-64 1972-74 1985 Bas lc 
Fibre Goods Total 1 Fibre Goods total' Fibre Goods Tota 
e tons f lbre equ Tvalënt. 
WORLD 905.5 
131.6 
15.9 
8.7 
1377.8 2283.3 
642.1 
192.2 
75.5 
770.9 
222.3 
26.9 
4.7 
1232.3 
364.4 
105.b 
32.8 
2003.2 574.0 
282.0 
10.0 
3.0 
1114.0 
412.0 
100.0 
37.0 
1688. 
DEVELOPINC 510.5 
176.4 
66.8 
586.7 
132.7 
37.4 
694. 
110.0 
40.0 
Latln America 
Argentlna 
Afrlca 20.2 98.9 119.1 73.3 60.9 134.2 86.0 79.0 165.0 
Near East 24.4 
19.3 
0.9 
0.0 
104.0 
31.9 
7.9 
23.5 
128.4 
51.2 
8.8 
23.5. 
32.5 
18.0 
8.5 
0.0 
131.2 
15.4 
29.3 
36.5 
163.6 
33.4 
37.8 
36.5 
61.0 
21.0 
20.0 
15.0 
158.0 
25.0 
38.0 
30.0 
219.0 
46.0 
58.0 
45.0 
Egypt 
Iran 
Sudan 
Far Eaat 
Indoneala 
Pakistan 
59.6 
0.0 
0.6 
117.1 
17.5 
48.1 
76.7 
17.5 
48.7 
44.6 
2.2 
36.8 
58.6 
25.1 
4.9 
103.2 
27.3 
8i.0 
0.0 
85.0 
6O.0 
25.0 
15.0 
145.0 
25.0 
100.0 
Aalan CPÊ 
China 
11.6 
11.1 
11.8 
0.0 
23.4 
11.1 
45.0 
43.3 
5.9 
0.0 
50.9" 
43.3 
40.0 
40.0 
15.0 
0.0 
55.0 
40.0 
DEVELOPED 773.9 
80.1 
77.5 
867.4 
471.1 
423.1 
1641.2 
5S1.2 
500.6 
548.6 
26.0 
24.0 
867.9 
457.ï 
422.0 
1416.5 292.0 
20.0 
20.0 
702.0 
340.0 
305.0 
994.0 
360.0 
325.0 
North America 483.5 
446.0 United s'tatea 
Western Europe 
ÈËC 
Belglun-Luxembourg 
France 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 
Italy 
Nethérlands 
United Klngdom 
Other U. Europe 
495.8 
419.2 
79.9 
74.3 
65.1 
43.7 
11.2 
132.8 
76.7 
144.1 
119.4 
0.0 
0.0 
38.4 
4.8 
27.4 
34.2 
24.8 
640.0 
538.5 
79.9 
74.3 
103.5 
48.5 
38.6 
167.0 
101.4 
343.4 
270.2 
70.4 
48.2 
42.4 
14.8 
11.9 
78.2 
73.2 
96.9 
83.1 
0.0 
9.1 
21.8 
1.9 
19.7 
24.3 
13.9 
440.3 
333.2 
70.4 
57.3 
64.1 
16.7 
31.6 
102.5 
87.1 
160.0 
115.0 
23.0 
17.0 
20.0 
10.0 
0.0 
45.0 
45.0 
103. C 
95.0 
0.0 
17.0 • 
10.0 
10.0 
20.0 
. 30.0 
8.0 
263.0 
210.0 
23.0 
34.0 
30.0 
20.0 
20.0 
75.0 
53.0 
E. Europe and USSR 79.2' 
22.3 
56.9 
17.3 
8.4 
22.8 
64.1 
41.8 
22.3 
9.0 
4.9 
0.6 
143.3 
64.1 
79.2 
26.4 
13.3 
23.4 
77.9 
26.3 
51.6 
13.1 
3.8 
23.2 
136.7 
89.2 
47.6 
13.4 
9.3 
0.0 
214.7 
115.5 
99.2 
26.5 
13.1 
23.2 
55.0 
20.0 
35.0 
5.0 
3.0 
24.0 
125.0 
85.0 
40.0 
0.0 
10.0 
0.0 
180.0 
103.0 
75.0 
5.0 
13.0 
24.0 
USSR 
Eastern Europe 
Czechoalovakla 
Hungary 
Poland 
Oceanla 6.8 
' 5.4 
123.0 
104.5 
129.8 
109.9 
19.6 
16.1 
71.3 
53.6 
90.9 
69.7 
12.0 
10.0 
69.0 
54.0 
81.0 
64.0 Australië 
Other Developed 111.9 
79.2 
65.0 
0.0 
176.9 
79.2 
81.6 
57.7 
105.5 
65.9 
187.1 
123.7 
45.0 
25.0 
65.0 
65.0 
110.0 
90.0 Japan 
\J Wet at the country lmvel 
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Table 3.5 World exports of jute fibre and jute goods (1000 tonnes) 
1961/70-1971/72 1979/80-1981 
Fibre Goods 
L/82 
Fibre Goods Total Total 
World 815 1370 2186 536 1385 1921 
Bangladesh 464 399 863 352 530 882 
India 17 655 672 24 463 487 
Nepal 20 9 29 43 10 53 
Burma 7 - 7 36 - 36 
Thailand 268 32 310 27 121 148 
Total 776 1095 1872 482 1124 1606 
Others 39_ 275 314 54_ 261 315 
of which 
W.Europe 23 165 188 9 110 119 
China 1 2 3 - 79 79 
It seems that the projected import requirements in table 3.4 may be on the 
low side. At a later stage in this study, short to medium term projections will 
be developed. For the time being table 3.4 is used as a basis for further 
analysis. The shift in the trade to jute goods and the position of the 
processing industry becomes clear if for this table, the imports of jute 
goods are expressed as percentages of the import of jute fibre + jute goods. 
Processing of domestic production of jute fibre is not included. This should 
therefore reduce the percentages for these countries which grow jute e.g. 
USSR, Africa and Asia. 
Tabel 3.6 Degree of processing of imported jute fibre and jute goods 
1962-64 
22 
1972-74 
24 
1985B 1985S 
EEG 45 49 
Other W.Europe 24 16 15 15 
USA/Canada 85 95 94 97 
Oceania 95 78 85 82 
Japan 0 53 72 80 
USSR 65 77 81 81 
Other E. Europe 28 48 53 54 
Total 1) 53 61 71 73 
Lat. America 92 80 91 91 
Africa 83 45 48 43 
Near East 81 80 72 79 
Pakistan 99 3) 54 ' 
12 15 6 
Other Asia 
Total ' 
87 100 100 
80 62 59 57 
World 60 62 66 66 
1) includes S. Africa and Israël 
2) includes Asian CPE countries 
3) low, because India has been included as importing country. 
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There is a general tendency for the DC to increase their percentage of jute 
goods imports. From table 3.5 a similar conclusion can be drawn for the 
world as a whole for the periods shown there. Jute goods exports do not 
change butjute fibre exports decrease. The percentage of world jute goods 
exports increases from 63 % to 72 %. Returning to table 3.6, it can be 
concluded that the increase in Japan in particular occurred before 1972/1974, 
contrary to the EEC. The opposite trend is shown in other W. Europe. This 
trend is difficult to tracé in our data bank. We estimate the percentage 
for 1962-1964 much lower than in table 3.6. A decrease can be spotted in 
relatively unimportant countries like Switzerland and the Scandinavian 
countries. 
The USA and Canada have always largely imported processed products. The 
jute used for sacks and bags was not imported as a fully finished product 
but as woven fabrics, sewn to sacks locally, in small factories close to the 
consumer. A similar pattern can be seen in Canada and some Latin American 
countries. In Australia an increase in the domestic production of sacks and 
bags took place in the early 197Os, but this was reduced again in the late 
1970s. The overall picture is that Oceania imports jute goods rather than 
jute fibre. 
In Eastern Europe, the degree of processed imported jute has strongly 
increased. Developments were slightly different. Until the early 1970s total 
consumption of jute goods increased strongly, while the domestic processing 
industry remained at the original level. Therefore, the growth in the market 
came from imported jute goods. In the USSR the domestic processing industry 
is more important than suggested in table 3.6 because of domestic production 
of jute fibre. Taking this into account, the adjusted percentages would be 
41, 55, 58 and 58 percent. The trend, however, is the same as in table 3.6. 
In the consuming developing countries processing increases. These countries 
import more jute fibre, both in relative and absolute terms. Important 
countries for this trend are Pakistan and some African countries. In 
particular in the 1960s jute processing industries were set up in various 
African countries (e.g. Nigeria). In some countries production strongly 
declined in the 1970s (Nigeria and Ghana), but in other countries the 
building up of the local industry continued. In that period Pakistan became 
a very important country in the jute market. Other LDC's are of some 
significance like Peru, El Salvador and Cuba. More important became Iran and 
Sudan. 
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3.4 International trade and processing : producing countries 
In the old days jute fibre was produced in India in East-Bengal. After the 
partition in 1947 this part became East Pakistan and, again after a 
partition, this became Bangladesh. Before 1947 jute was processed in 
West-Bengal. After the partition a jute processing industry was set up in 
East-Pakistan, which became independent Bangladesh in 1971. The third country 
setting up a jute industry in this region, was Thailand. A number of reasons 
are: the good trade connections with Japan, lower freight tariffs, lower 
prices of Thai kenaf. Also in China a large jute industry has been built up 
producing basically for the domestic market, although China does enter the 
international market with excellent quality jute goods (sacks and bags). 
Some data for the major jute producing countries excl. China, are given in 
table 3.7. Prom this table one may derive "processing percentages", referring 
to processing of locally produced jute fibre (cf. table 3.8). If processing 
exceeds production, the percentage is put at 100. Processxng of imported 
jute fibre, while exports exist, is included. 
Table 3.7 Production of jute fibre and jute goods 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
1982-83 
India 
jute jute 
fibre goodi 
927 — 
1459 865 
1256 1067 
1436 1269 
1369 1305 
1036 1369 
1184 1166 
1367 1205 
691 1130 
1221 931 
1115 992 
1230 1200 
1096 1213 
1375 1164 
1050 1083 
1064 1135 
1278 1195 
1288 1186 
1500 1074 
1445 1348 
1476 1406 
1332 1304 
1170 
Bangladesh _ 
jute jute j 
fibre goods f 
1021 
1264 
934 
1066 
967 
1154 417 
1161 410 
1210 517 
1044 515 
1301 570 
1210 447 
761 320 
1182 453 
1089 508 
631 451 
714 485 
872 498 
972 555 
1169 509 
1313 531 
868 591 
783 587 
869 
Thailand 
ute jute 
:ibre goods 
187 8 
251 10 
146 12 
219 26 
310 38 
538 46 
673 53 
429 63 
326 65 
383 54 
390 68 
429 85 
437 106 
493 134 
396 178 
317 155 
192 154 
266 170 
368 164 
245 193 
209 197 
213 195 
233 
Burma  
jute jute 
fibre goods 
6 13 
6 10 
11 17 
13 28 
11 30 
16 31 
14 24 
23 25 
22 23 
24 20 
29 21 
65 22 
90 22 
93 24 
41 13 
38 21 
39 21 
45 19 
82 13 
92 15 
71 22 
18 19 
39 
Nepal 
jute jute 
fibre gooc 
35 — 
35 -
37 -
36 -
39 -
39 -
39 -
40 -
43 -
49 11 
53 14 
53 13 
55 14 
57 13 
41 12 
41 16 
45 17 
56 16 
54 17 
57 16 
52 16 
35 15 
24 
253 
275 
303 
336 
294 
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This is true for the case of Thailand. Percentages may strongly fluctuate 
because of variations in stocks and data inaccuracies. Cottage consumption 
(3 % to 7 %) is not included. 
Table 3.8 Processing shares. (%) for major countries (cf. table 3.7) 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 
1967-68 
1968-69 
1969-70 
1970-71 
1971-72 
1972-73 
1973-74 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
1978-79 
1979-80 
1980-81 
1981-82 
India Bangladesh Thailand Burma 
- 25 4 100 
59 22 4 100 
85 32 8 100 
88 32 12 100 
95 30 12 100 
76 36 9 100 
98 35 8 100 
88 43 15 100 
100 49 20 100 
76 44 14 83 
89 37 17 72 
98 42 20 34 
100 38 24 24 
85 47 27 26 
100 71 45 32 
100 68 49 55 
94 57 80 54 
92 57 64 42 
72 44 45 16 
93 40 79 16 
95 68 94 31 
98 75 92 100 
Nepal 
22 
26 
25 
25 
23 
29 
39 
38 
29 
31 
28 
31 
43 
Because of the deficiencies mentioned above, this table is of limited use. 
The high figures for Bangladesh around 1975 is caused by lower harvests. 
An increase in the percentage can also be found for Thailand. The increase 
continues in the latter years, which is different from the projections by 
PAO in table 3.4. An increase in the jute goods production has materialized. 
Burma has a minor processing industry. Some processing capacity is being 
built up, but this is still minor and inadequate to become selfsufficiënt. 
Nepal exports most of the jute fibre. Since domestic consumption of jute 
goods is low, some export of jute goods is possible. 
The shares of the various countries on the world market for jute goods have 
changed considerably over time as can be seen in table 3.9. 
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Table 3.9 Market shares of exports of jute goods 
1962-1964 1972-1974 1979-1982 
India 80 53 41 
Bangladesh 20 39 47 
Thailand 0 7 11 
Burma 0 0 0 
Nepal 0 1 1 
100 100 100 
Bangladesh and Thailand have conquered a major part of the market at the 
expense of India. 
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4. SUBSTITUTES 
4.1 Introduction 
Usage of the natural product jute has decreased over the past few decades 
because of the emergence of various substitutes. Cultivation had always 
been strongly concentrated in Bengal while the end product was used in 
particular in Western Europe and North America. Independence of India and 
the set up of the petro chemical industry in western countries gave an 
impetus to the development of substitutes which could be made in the west. 
The instability of the jute market being an agricultural raw material 
market as well as the uncertainty about supply caused by the high level 
of concentration of supply from this politically moderately stable area 
were among the principal reasons for the development of substitute products. 
An important impulse to effectively starting to use substitute products is 
the difference in costs. Around 1970 the synthetic fibre products became 
much cheaper than the jute products. In that period one has switched to 
synthetics on a large scale enabling cheaper production. 
A third factor playing a role in the substitution process is real or assumed 
differences in quality. Synthetic products in general are cleaner. They 
can also better be adjustéd to the requirement of a specific usage or user. 
They may also have the advantage of being viewed as "modern and therefore 
better". An important disadvantage of jute is that it can rot. On the other 
side, at least for sacks and bags, jute goods have a reuse value. For some 
sectors this is of great importance. It is questionable whether jute will 
be able to gain from a possible trend to natural for the consumers, in 
particular since the end-product user rarely is the final consumer. 
So far in this section attention has been focussed on substitution by 
synthetic fibres. Paper and cotton bags may act as substitutes as well. 
The importance of these products is far less than that of synthetic fibre 
products. 
In the sacks and bags sector there is also the important phenomenon of bulk 
packaging. Bulk handling reduces the total demand for sacks and bags as 
packaging material and can therefore be considered as a substitute for jute 
sacks. Far less attention has been paid by researchers to this aspect than 
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to the role of synthetic fibres. As the jute sacks and bags sector becomes 
more important partly owing to improved price competition it is very 
important to study more in detail further effects of bulk transport. 
Below the three substitutes 
- bulk packaging 
- synthetic fibre products 
- other products 
will be treated more in detail, largely with the purpose of providing 
suggestions for further research. Analyses per country or region will be 
presented in the following chapter. 
4•2 Bulk packaging 
This substitute is only important for the sacks and bags sector. For the 
analysis it may be important to distinguish a few elements in the transporta-
tion chain, which are important for the packaging industry 
a) transportation from the farm to the processing industry 
b) transportation from one processing industry to another 
c) transportation for international trade 
d) transportation to shops and households. 
Bulk handling will in particular occur in casesa), b) and c). In segment d) 
substitution by synthetic fibre and other products has happened. 
The possibilities for penetration of bulk handling in the first segment, 
item a, will strongly depend upon the structure of the agricultural sector. 
Large scale agriculture like in the USA and a number of West-European 
countries providesopportunities for bulk handling. The same goes for the 
modern part of agriculture in Latin America. In international trade, usage 
of sacks and bags dependsupon the country of origin and the country of 
destination. Trade sources claim that for the Netherlands only about 10 % of 
sacks is used for domestic transport. The rest is for international transport. 
4.3 Polypropylene and polyethylene 
Almost all areas where jute products are or were used are penetrated by 
these synthetic fibres. The level of penetration differs from product to 
product and from region to region. Polypropylene (PP) is by far the most 
important one of the various synthetic fibres. As far as products from 
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polyethylene (PE) are concerned, the HDPE (high-density polyethylene) 
bags are of relevance. PP-fibres can be processed to yarn, woven cloth 
and other fabrics. For this reason, in principle for virtually all 
(potential) end-uses of jute, more or less comparable PP-products can be 
developed. 
Polypropylene is a product of the petro-chemical industry, made by poly-
merization of propylenè. In the USA most of the propylene is supplied 
by refineries. It is derived from LPG (liquified petroleum gasses). In 
Western Europe and Japan, propylene is a co-product of ethylene production 
by cracking naphta. For this reason , propylene and PP in general were 
cheaper in the USA than in Western Europe and Japan in the past, in particular 
at the end of the sixties. Nowadays the price difference is less significant. 
In the early 1970s about 30 % of demand for PP was in the area of textile 
applications which consisted for about 50 % of jute replacing products. 
Since then, penetration of PP has continued. 
Below follows table 4.1 with data on production of PP in the 1970s. It 
shows that the USA is the biggest producer, while LDCs hardly have a share 
in total production. Production of polypropylene is strongly influenced 
by economies of scale. Production is in the hands of a few big concerns. 
The big oil companies have an increasing share of PP production. In 1978 
2) this was about 55 %. 
The aspect of concentration is quite different for the production of 
PP-products. Processing of PP is far less capital intensive.than producing 
PP. First PP must be processed to tapes or yarn requiring such processes 
as stretching, cooling, colouring and ultra violet stabilizing, before it 
is suitable for processing to finished products. Final processing can be 
done on conventional looms (for woven fabrics) or on circular looms (for 
seamless sacks). This is possible on cotton-, wool- or jute-weaving machines. 
1) cf. IBRD, Commodity paper no. 11, 1974, "The impact of the oil crisis 
on the competitive position of jute and hard fibres, page 4. 
2) "Fibres and textiles, dimensions of corporate marketing structure", 
UNCTAD TD/B/C.1/219, 1980, page 137. 
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Table 4.1 Production of polypropylene 
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Weaving is mostly done by separate producers. In Europe, it is in particular 
the old jute weavers, who have gone into PP-weaving. In the USA, there were 
no traditional jute weavers. Therefore a different production pattern has 
emerged. Here subsidiaries of the petro-chemical industry have come on the 
market with PP-products. A large part of the production of PP cloth and 
bags takes place outside the USA, Japan and Western Europe. South Korea, 
for instance, produces synthetic bags on a large scale. In Western Europe, 
Portugal is an important producer. The analysis of the production structure 
needs further work especially with regard to the competitive position 
between jute goods and PP-products. The carpet industry e.g. seems to produce 
part of PP-carpet backing. It is clear that such production patterns have 
a strong influence on the position of jute in various markets. 
The relationship between jute goods and synthetic substitutes must be analyzed 
per end-product and per region. The price ratios for various end-products 
in general are broadly the same, but this ratio is f ar more important for some 
end-products than for others. Grilli has done some good work in this sense in 
his study in 1973. The FAO/World Bank market surveys should provide some good 
insights as well. 
4-4 Sacks and bags 
From Eurostat trade statistics we have obtained some figures to provide a 
broad impression of the share of various products in the sacks and bags 
sector in the trade of the EEC. The synthetic sacks and bags cover both 
PP-sacks and bags as well as the PE-sacks and bags (presumably insignificant) 
and other synthetic sacks and bags. 
About 90 % of imports and 95 % of exports of synthetic bags consists of 
PP- and PE-products, both in 1974 and in 1980. To calculate shares, the 
weights of synthetic sacks and bags are multiplied by 3 to compensate for 
differences in weight per sack. The same is done for cotton sacks and bags. 
Results are shown in tables 4.2 and 4.3. 
The import of jute sacks and bags has increased relatively at the expense 
of cotton sacks and bags for the EEC as a whole. The percentage is relatively 
high for France, Italy and the Belgium-Luxemburg Economie Union. Synthetic 
sacks and bags are important in the trade of the United Kingdom. However, 
1) 
Table 4.2 EEC trade in new sacks 1974, in 1000 metric tonnes, percentage in brackets. 
EEC(9) W.Germany France Italy Netherlands B 
Import 
jute 29,8 (44) 6,0 (43) 7,7 (54) 0,7 (44) 7,8 (39) 
synthetic 3x9,1 (40) 3x1,7 (37) 3x2,0 (42) 3x0,2 (37) 3x2,8 (43) 3x 
cotton 3x3,6 (16) 3x0,9 (20) 3x0,2 ( 4) 3x0,1 (19) 3x1,2 (18) 3x 
67,9 13,8 14,3 1,6 19,8 
Export 
jute 19,2 (36) 1,2 (29) 2,9 (26) 1,0 (32) 3,3 (30) 
synthetic 3x9,8 (55) 3x0,9 (64) 3x2,6 (71) 3x0,7 (68) 3x1,5 (42) 3x 
cotton 3x1,7 ( 9) 3x0,1 ( 7) 3x0,1 ( 3) - 3x1,0 (28) 3x 
53,7 4,2 11,0 3,1 10,8 2 
Net import 
jute 10,6 4,8 4,8 -0,3 • 4,5 -
synthetic 3x-0,7 3x0,8 3x-0,6 3x-0,5 3x1,3 3x-
cotton 3x 1,9 3x0,8 3x 0,1 3x 0,1 3x0,2 3x 
14,2 9,6 3,3 •1,5 9,0 •1 
1) EEC means the sum of the separate member states, which of course differ from figures 
for the EEC as a whole. 
Table 4.3 EEC trade in new sacks 1980, in 1000 metric tonnes, percentages in brackets. 
Import 
jute 
synthetic 
cotton 
EEC(9) 1) 
95,2 (51) 
3x25,1 (40) 
3x 5,7 ( 9) 
187,6 
W.Germany 
15,0 (41) 
3x4,0 (32) 
3x3,3 (27) 
36,9 
France 
14,8 (57) 
3x3,5 (40) 
3x0,3 ( 3) 
26,2 
Italy 
9,9 (56) 
3x2,0 (34) 
3x0,6 (10) 
17,7 
Netherlands 
20,6 (46) 
3x7,4 (49) 
3x0,8 ( 5) 
45,2 
Export 
jute 37,0 (46) 2,1 (47) 1,4 (23) 0,5 (22) 7,9 (45) 
synthetic 3x13,0 (48) 3x0,8 (53) 3x1,6 (77) 3x0,5 (65) 3x2,7 (46) 
cotton 3x 1,5 ( 6) - - 3x0,1 (13) 3x0,5 ( 9) 
80,5 4,5 6,2 2,3 17,5 
Net import 
jute 58,2 12,9 13,4 9,4 12,7 
synthetic 3x12,1 3x3,2 3x1,9 3x1,5 3x4,7 
cotton 3x 4,2 3x3,3 3x0,3 3x0,5 3x0,3 
107,1 32,4 20,0 15,4 27,7 
1) EEC means the sum of the separate member states, which of course differ from figures 
for the EEC as a whole. 
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the UK produces the major part of its needs domestically. Trade is rather 
unimportant and its composition is therefore a poor indicator. In the 
Netherlands synthetic sacks and bags are relatively important. In West-
Germany cotton bags became relevant. 
Although 1974 is a rather exceptional year,it is interesting to note that 
trade has tripled between 1974 and 1980. A major reason is the reduction 
in selfsufficiency. This is particularly true for jute sacks and bags. 
Import of synthetic sacks and bags has increased much more than exports. 
This suggests a shift to. production outside the EEC (e.g. South Korea). 
Presumably the degree of selfsufficiency has decreased as well, but this is 
not certain to us at this stage of the analysis. However, this would imply 
that the 1980-table would give a better indication of the relative position 
of jute and other products than the 1974-table. At this moment we do not 
yet have data on the production of sacks and bags by type. 
The fact that the penetration of synthetic sacks and bags does not seem 
to further penetrate the market in Western Europe at this juncture is of 
great importance to jute, as sacks and bags are by far the most important 
jute good at a global scale. It is necessary to find out of this trend is just 
European and whether it will continue that way. The price ratio is not more 
permanently in favour of synthetics. However, the market is partly determined 
by packaging techniques. In that respect, the emergence of bulk packaging 
is of major significance. 
4.5 Carpet backing cloth 
The tufted carpet market has been an attractive growth market for a long 
time. For this reason, the market for carpet backing cloth attracted the 
PP-industry at an early stage. Especially in the USA there is a vast 
demand for primary and secondary carpet backing. Until 1967, jute covered 
almost all of the market. From 1967 onwards jute's market share has decreased. 
In primary carpet backing in the USA, the substitutes' market share was 7 % 
in 1967, 39 % in 1970, 51 % in 1972, 80 % in 1977 and 95 % in 1982. Here 
the woven PP-backings are the most important ones. In the secondary backing 
market foam and rubber were the most relevant substitutes. The share of 
jute was 64 % in 1970 and 59 % in 1982. In between it has gone up to 
almost 70 %. 
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In Western Europe the emergence of PP-backing was even more spectacular. 
As only 15 % of the tufted carpets in Europe gets a secondary backing, 
the market in 1973 was already largely in the hands of synthetics. 
An analysis of the position of jute in the carpet backing market requires 
as major factors the production of tufted carpet backing, the share of 
tufted carpets with a secondary backing and the relative position of jute 
in both markets. For the other products the PP-substitutes have an over-
whelming share of the market. Only for carpet yarns jute still occupies a 
relatively strong position. However, carpet yarns are used for woven carpets 
which loose to tufted carpets. 
4.6 Other substitutes 
Next to the substitutes discussed above, only cotton and paper sacks and 
bags play a role. Cotton has traditionally been a competitor of jute in 
the sacks and bags market. However, e.g. in the USA, the share of cotton 
sacks and bags has declined even more than that of jute. The same occurred 
in Canada. From the tables on EEC-trade it does not become quite clear what 
the role of the cotton sacks and bags is. In the most relevant country, 
West Germany, its share has even increased. 
Paper bags have increasingly become a competitor of jute bags. In the same 
period as above, the share of paper bags in the USA has increased considerably.. 
In the United Kingdom at the beginning of the 1970s, paper bags were a cheaper 
alternative to jute bags than synthetic bags. Technical requirements 
presumably are prohibitive to a massive penetration of paper bags and allow 
it to be used only in certain segments of the market. Very few analyses 
have been done in this area. 
In special segments of the market one may find other substitutes. In the 
secondary carpet backing market in Japan mushed cotton and rayon took more 
than 50 % of the market in 1972. At that time jute took 26 % and synthetics 
covered about 20 %. 
Of course jute has to compete in the cordage and twines market with other 
products. The traditionally dominant product in this market is sisal. The 
situation in Japan is not known to us. In other countries jute hardly plays 
a role in this market. 
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CONSUMPTION PATTERNS OF JUTE GOODS IN "NON-PRODUCING COUNTRIES" 
5.1 General review 
The jute market is largely determined by the demand for jute goods. 
The stagnation in the market which occurred is for a major part caused 
by competition from synthetic pzoducts. The inroads made by synthetics 
have been caused by a number of factors 
- cost differences 
- stability of supply 
- cleanliness. 
Supply of jute and, to a lesser extent, of jute goods is relatively price 
elastic, one reason being that cultivation of jute fibre can relatively 
easily be replaced by growing other products. Demand, on the other hand, 
will be less price sensitive in the short run. An analysis of the jute 
fibre and jute goods market will therefore have to focus on demand for 
a more long-term outlook and a "distribution" of shortages and on the 
interaction between demand, supply and prices for the short-term supply 
and price developments. 
In this chapter we concentrate on the demand side. We will divide the 
world into the following four areas 
a. Western developed countries, including Japan, Australia, New Zealand 
b. Eastern Europe, and the USSR 
c. Developing countries, excl. major jute producing countries 
d. Major jute producing countries: Bangladesh, India, China, Thailand, 
Nepal, Burma (chapter 6). 
Traditionally, area a. was the most important consuming area. In this 
part of the world, jute goods have been largely replaced by synthetic 
products or other modes of packaging such as bulk handling (cf. chapter 4). 
Eastern Europe is not a big consumer, but synthetic fibres so far have 
only taken a minor share of the market. In the 1960s a strong increase in' 
consumption of jute could be seen. Growth disappeared in the 1970s but an 
overall declining trend cannot be spotted. Eastern European countries 
still.use a large amount of flax products. This is an area where jute 
products perhaps could penetrate. 
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Consumption in "non-producing" LDC's shows a slightly increasing trend. 
Within this groups of countries, however, different trends can be observed. 
In Latin America consumption declines influenced by substitution by 
synthetics. An exception is Brazil, which is a jute producer as well and 
which therefore better fits in group d. In the Middle East there are 
some important growth markets, which however might move to synthetics. 
Africa and Asia still show a slightly increasing trend. 
The biggest jute consuming countries are the jute producing countries 
China and India. Their shares in world consumption increased from 11 % 
and 14 % respectively in the beginning of the 1960s to 23 % each at the 
end of the 1970s. Together with the other jute producing countries, they 
are the largest market and the only rapidly growing market as well. It 
can be expected that the relevance of this market will still further 
increase in particular because of various barriers to penetration by 
synthetics. 
In all regions sacks and bags are the most important jute good. They 
mostly serve for packaging grains, cement, fertilizer, sugar and other 
agricultural products. Outside Western DC's, the share of sacks and bags 
in total consumption of jute goods mostly is over 80 %. 
In the Western DC's other jute goods are important as well. In particular 
in the USA, the carpet industry is an important buyer. Almost half of 
jute goods in the USA is carpet backing cloth. There are also various 
industrial applications of jute products in the industrialized world. 
However, this market has in the last decade largely been taken by the 
synthetic industry. End-products were e.g. cordages, cables and twines 
(especially in Japan) and felts as insulation material (mainly in West 
Germany). Most of these products can very well be replaced by synthetic 
substitutes. Sacks and bags have taken an increasing share again because 
of a reduction in consumption of other end-products. 
5.2 Western Europe 
Within Western Europe the United Kingdom (UK) is the most important country 
foliowed by West Germany and France. These three countries take more than 
half of West European consumption. The EEC (9) covers more than 80 % of 
the West European consumption. For each country, data on major variables 
are given as far as available to us in early 1982. 
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United Kingdom 
From the olden days, the United•Kingdom has played an important role in 
the jute market. The oldest jute processing industry was located in 
Dundee, Scotland. Jute was cultivated in British India and the UK was one 
of the biggest consumers. lts share in West European consumption however 
has decreased considerably to about 30 % in the early sixties and less 
than 20 % in the late seventies. The most important product here is 
carpet yarns, used for woven carpets of which the UK was a big producer. 
The share of woven carpets in the carpet market declined considerably in 
the 1960s. Within the carpet yarn market jute has only been partly 
replaced by polypropylene (PP) as it has a number of technical advantages 
for carpet yarns. 
The loss in other end-markets has been much larger. Consumption of jute 
cloth (industrial and other packaging uses plus carpet backing cloth) 
in 1979 was only one-third of the level in 1965. The same goes for sacks 
and bags. British production of needled carpet, requiring needie punch 
carpet backing cloth, was rather small, while production of tufted carpets 
was considerable. The rise of tufted carpets provided a considerable usage 
of primary and secondary jute carpet backing cloth in many countries. As 
shown by Grilli (1974) the UK, however, was the first country where 
synthetic fibres. virtually fully took the market for primary carpet 
backing. The market for secondary carpet backing is smaller but more 
difficult to conquer. 
West Germany 
As an industrial country West Germany used much jute cloth for packaging 
and other industrial end-uses. A large part has now been replaced by 
synthetic fibre products. However, it has not been as bad as in many 
other areas. Since 1975, jute has even been able to maintain its sales 
volumes on this market. A peculiarity of West Germany was its consumption 
of jute felts. Around 1970 this covered more than 40,000 tonnes or 30 % . 
of West German consumption. At the same time West Germany has 60 % of 
all consumption of jute felts in Western Europe. The felts are used as 
insulation material in house building (roofing felts) and in industry. 
Table 5.1 United Kingdom: some jute statistics, 1000 mt 
CONS RAU PR 00 C0NS- PR 00 COMS PR OO 
JUTE VARNS YARNS BAGS MEU BAGS CL0TH 
1960 1 3 9 . 7 1 4 4 . 1 
1961 1 0 1 . 2 1 1 7 . 5 1 1 6 . 9 
1962 1 5 5 . 4 1 3 1 . 9 1 3 1 . 7 
1963 1 3 4 . 8 1 3 5 . 9 1 3 5 . 1 
1954 1 1 7 . 8 1 3 2 . 9 1 3 3 . 4 
1965 ' 1 1 3 . 9 1 3 2 . 0 1 3 4 . 3 2 9 . 6 3 5 . 0 4 5 . 4 
1966 1 0 9 . 3 1 2 2 . 8 1 2 4 . 6 
1967 1 1 S . 6 1 1 3 . 8 1 1 3 . 5 
1968 1 1 4 . 6 1 1 1 . 5 1 1 1 . 2 2 4 . 1 3 1 . 0 3 5 . 7 
1969 8 4 . 7 1 0 7 . 9 1 0 8 . 3 1 9 . 4 2 4 . 5 3 3 . 4 
1970 7 5 . 8 8 9 . 2 8 8 . 7 1 9 . 9 2 1 . 4 2 1 . 7 
1971 5 1 . 9 7 7 . 7 7 7 . 7 1 6 . 6 1 6 . 5 1 5 . 2 
1972 9 1 . 5 7 4 . 7 7 4 . 8 1 6 . 7 1 5 . 8 9 . 8 
1973 6 8 . 9 6B.2 6 6 . 1 1 7 . 0 1 6 . 0 7 . 2 
1974 7 6 . 7 5 7 . 5 5 5 . 0 l i . 0 1 7 . 0 4 . 9 
1975 2 9 . 6 5 1 . 1 4 8 . Ü 1 3 . 0 1 4 . 0 3 . 3 
1976 5 8 . 5 5 2 . 6 49 .B 1 5 . 0 1 2 . 5 1 .1 
1977 5 3 . 7 4 6 . 7 4 4 . 2 1 3 . 0 1 3 . 0 . 8 
1978 4 3 . 3 4 5 . 1 3 9 . 9 1 2 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 . 1 
1979 5 1 . 9 4 2 . B 3 7 . 7 1 2 . 0 1 1 . 0 . 6 
1980 2 6 . 1 3 1 . 2 2 6 . 3 
COMS CONS C0N 
CLOTH CARP 7ARNS * 
75.6 4B.5 
7 7 . 5 4 5 . 8 
6 5 . 2 
54.3 39.2 
4 2 . 1 41 .9 
3 4 . 3 4 1 . 7 
3 4 . 3 3 8 . 6 
2 6 . 3 3 1 . 0 
20.4 29.0 
20 .1 30.0 
21 .7 28.0 
26.8 24.0 
20 .5 23.0 
Table 5.2 West Germany: some jute statistics, 1000 mt 
CONS RAU PROD CONS PROQ CONS 
JUTE YARNS' YARNS BAGS NEU BAGS 
1960 5B.2 .73.7 
1961 44.5 61.4 64.3 
1962 48.5 5B.3 61.9 
1963 53.9 58.1 64.9 
1964 47.3 51.4 57.4 
1965 5B.5 4B.9 58.1 5 . 4 26.8 
1966 60.1 50.0 5B.4 
196T 72.0 48.1 54.5 
196B 7B.3 48.5 56.2 2 . 7 22.3 
1969 ao.2 49.1 57.3 3 . 2 18.9 
1970 75.3 42.3 50. 0 1.5 13.7 
1971 53.B 32 .3 41 . C 1.1 12.0 
1972 51.0 24. B 32.1 1.0 5 . 6 
1973 43.7 20.7 27.4 0 . 0 ï . 6 
1974 35. B 15.5 20.4 0 . 0 4 . 7 
1975 20.1 12.8 18. 0 0 .0 3 . 5 
1976 25.0 11 .7 18.3 0 .0 5 . 6 
1977 21.1 11.0 17.7 0 . 0 3 . 4 
197B 19.4 9 . 7 16.4 0 . 0 11.5 
1979 16 .3 8 . 6 16.1 0 . 0 9 . 0 
1980 16.9 7 . 6 14.5 0 .0 12.9 
PROD CONS 
CLOTH CL0TH CA 
39.0 53 .9 
39.0 56.4 
41.0 5B.6 
35.0 52.2 
29.9 42.6 
21.7 29 . B 
23.2 27.0 
16.4 21.1 
14.2 18.2 
14.7 19 .5 
14.1 1?.7 
12.6 21.1 
14.8 22 .7 
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Grilli (1974) expected a strong decrease because of changes in house 
building technique's and penetration of synthetics in the market for 
industrial felts. At the end of the 1970s indeed less than 10,000 tonnes 
of jute felts were used. 
The consumption of sacks and bags is relatively small in West Germany. 
From the mid 1960s to 1975, this decreased strongly. Afterwards a clear 
recovery can be traced. Emphasis lays on light sacks. 
In 1972, West Germany was the largest producer in Europe of tufted 
carpets as well as of needled carpets (Grilli 1974). Consumption of jute 
for secondary carpet backing is minor, while jute for primary carpet 
backing has virtually disappeared. In the import sector there is a trend 
to light small size cloth away from wide cloth and small-size heavy cloth. 
In conclusion one sees the picture of total consumption stabilizing at the 
end of the 1970s when consumption of felts further decreased, consumption 
of sacks and bags increased and consumption for packaging and other 
industrial use showed a slight increase. 
France 
Traditionally sacks and bags are the most important product of jute 
consumption in France. Around 1970 consumption of sacks and bags declined 
strongly and consumption for packaging and industrial uses decreased 
slightly resulting in a reduction of the market share for sacks and bags. 
After 1975, however, the trend reversed. The consumption of jute sacks 
and bags has increased again, while jute for packaging and other industrial 
use did not increase. France uses relatively heavy sacks and bags. In 1979 
the share of sacks and bags was again more than 40 %. Consumption of 
cordages has been rather stable. Consumption of carpet yarn and carpet 
backing is of little significance in France. France does not have a 
tufted carpet and woven carpet industry of any importance. A needled 
carpet industry was set up at the end of the 1960s. 
Table 5.3 France: sorae jute statistics, 1000 mt. 
CONS RAW PROD CONS ' PROO CONS 
JUTE YARNS YARNS BASS NEU BAGS 
1960 91.6 87.1 
1961 7» . 7 66.7 69.9 
1962 98 .3 79.8 82.7 
1963 100.4 82.6 85.6 
196* 92.B 76.9 79.9 
1965 '93 .3 75.7 76.4 36.4 34.0 
1966 96.7 77.9 78.7 
1967 83 .6 64.6 67.6 
1968 47.3 57.1 61.9 23.9 25.0 
1969 65.3 59.1 61.1 22.3 25.1 
1970 4B.5 55.0 55.1 17.4 20.0 
1971 34.6 47.5 47.9 14.2 16 .5 
1972 50.8 41.2 41.7 12.5 16.5 
1973 47.2 39.2 42.2 12.2 15.0 
1974 60.7 39 .6 39.5 9 . 6 14.3 
1975 26.0 30.5 29.4 6 . 2 IS .9 
1976 33.8 30.8 29.4 4 . 2 11.5 
1977 33.1 24 .7 25.2 2 . 6 14.4 
1978 21.2 18 .9 19.1 0 .0 15.6 
1979 24 .9 16.8 17.1 0 . 0 14.7 
1980 21 .7 16.3 17.2 0 . 0 13.4 
PROO CONS CONS CON 
CLOTH CLOTH CARP YARNS • 
24.5 19.8 4 . 0 
24.2 20.0 5 . 0 
24.2 19.3 4 . 3 
24 .3 13.0 4 . 2 
22.2 19.2 3 . 4 
13.0 16.8 3 . 0 
18. 0 1B.3 2 . 5 
17.0 17.4 2 . 3 
14.0 13.8 1 .8 
13.0 13 .9 1 .6 
11.0 13.7 . 9 
10.9 14.9 1 . 2 
9 . 3 12.2 1 . 1 
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In processing the data material estimates have been made of the distribu-
tion of the production between cloth and sacks for the years after 1971. 
This introduces more uncertainty in the case of France than for the two ' 
countries discussed above. It has been assumed that the domestic production 
of sacks has been stopped around 1978. If this is incorrect, the importance 
of sacks has relatively increased even more in view of dramatic increases 
in imports around 1978. 
Developments of jute consumption in France has not been very smooth. 
Consumption has been rather stable except for strong decreases in 1970/1071 
(independence war of Bangladesh) and in 1975 (recession). The availability 
of jute and jute goods in general slightly increases in the other years. 
Variations may point to strong fluctuations in inventories. 
Other EEC (9) countries 
The three countries mentioned above together take about 60 % of the EEC 
consumption. Then come Belgium/Luxemburg, Netherlands and Italy with each 
around 10 %. The last 10 % is shared by Denmark and Ireland. 
Belgium is largely an industrial country. It also had a major jute industry. 
The consumption of sacks and bags is relatively unimportant, while carpet 
yarns, felts and carpet backing cloth are very important. It is difficult 
to draw conclusions about trends in specific sectors since the data 
apparently are inconsistent. A study on the Belgium jute industry is done, 
from which we hope to obtain more information in future. 
In the Netherlands consumption was spread over various sectors. There is 
a reasonable carpet industry also using jute carpet backing cloth. 
Recently the sacks and bags sector prospered again while other sectors remained 
more or less steady after a strong decrease in the early 1970s. Nowadays 
sacks and bags are the most important consumption category in the Netherlands. 
1) Stuart McDowall and Paul Draper ("Trade adjustment and the British 
jute industry") refer to a publication in preparation by P.K.M. Tharakan 
and W.H. Schoofs. There is also a publication on the European jute 
industry: Adjustements structurels et industries de jute" by 
Jacq. de Bandt, St. McDowall and P.K.M. Tharakan (1980). 
Table 5.4 Netherlands: some jute statistics, 1000' mt 
CONS RAU PROO CONS PROO CONS 
JUTE YARNS VARNS 8ASS NïM 3AGS 
1960 10.3 11.0 0.0 
1961 9.6 9.9 19.4 0.0 9.6 
1962 11.9 9.6 22.0 0.0 11.5 
1963 13.3 10.2 24.2 0.0 15.3 
1964 9.3 9.0 20.9 0.0 10.9 
1965 , 11.3 9.2 23.1 0.0 12.0 
1966 9.* B.4 22.0 0.0 9.5 
1967 10.2 9.8 23.9 0.0 11.4 
196B 6.0 11.4 22.4 0.0 15.4 
1969 9.8 11.0 22.2 0.0 13.1 
1970 B.9 8.1 16.2 0.0 12.9 
1971 3.9 4.6 13.1 0.0 7.5 
1972 4.6 3.3 12.4 0.0 5.0 
1973 3.B 2.8 10.7 3.0 6.6 
197* 6.4 3.5 10.7 0.0 4.7 
1975 2.5 2.9 8.1 0.0 4.8 
1976 3.6 3.0 11.2 o.o 2.2 
1977 7.2 3.3 B.B 0.0 10.0 
1978 3.6 2.8 9.B 0.0 11.3 
1979 4.3 0.0 11.5 
1980 2.9 0.0 12.7 
PR3D CONS CONS 
CLOTH CLOTH CARP YARNS 
16.8 
13.4 12.9 
14.7 13.4 
15.7 14.6 
14.9 14.0 
15.5 15.5 
14.8 16.8 
17.1 19.7 
16.7 21.5 
16.3 24.7 2.7 
10.8 13.2 2.7 
3.0 11.2 3.5 
5.2 7.1 3.6 
4.8 3.5 3.5 
5.1 4.0 2.4 
3.5 4.4 2.1 
6.0 5.7 2.0 
4.0 5.6 1.7 
4.0 6.3 1.5 
3.5 4.4 1.1 
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The other countries primarily use sacks as far as jute goods are concerned. 
The observed revival of jute bags consumption in Germany and the Netherlands 
does not show as clearly in those countries but is likely, in particular 
in Italy. 
Other Western Europe 
Spain and Yugoslavia are the important countries in this group. Little is 
known to us about the kind of consumption. It seems likely that sacks and 
bags are the relevant category. Yugoslavia shows some increase except 
around 1970. In Spain consumption has decreased. The other countries are 
hardly significant. Many LDC's consume more than those countries. The 
aggregate figures show a declining trend. 
5.3 North America, Japan and Oceania 
USA and Canada 
At the end of the 1970s the USA consumed about 250,000 tonnes of jute 
goods which is about the same as the total of Western Europe. Canadian 
consumption is about 10 % of consumption in the USA. The most important 
product in Canada is sacks and bags, although jute carpet backing cloth 
is very significant as well. The trends in both sectors do not show 
clearly on the basis of currently available data. 
The USA is a very important market. It is a large market and, moreover, 
it hardly has a domestic jute good industry. This makes the USA the 
largest importer of jute goods. 
The most important product in the USA is carpet backing cloth. In the 
sixties this still was an important growth market. Consumption increased 
from less than 50,000 tonnes in 1961 to almost 200,000 tonnes around 1970. 
At that time the share of carpet backing cloth in total consumption of 
jute goods was about 45 %. In the 1970s consumption of carpet backing 
cloth decreased again but slightly less than the other categories resulting 
in an increase of its share to more than 50 % in 1979. 
Table 5.6 Spain: some jute statistics, 1000 mt. 
CONS RAU 
JUTE 
PROO 
VARNS 
CONS . 
YARNS 
AVA1L JUTE 
• JU GOODS 
1360 19.1 
1951 19.0 35.6 35.6 19.0 
1962 29.8 38.0 38.0 29 .6 
1963 25.5 39.5 39.5 25.5 
1964 33.0 34.1 34.1 31.6 
1965 ;23.0 32.6 31.9 19.0 
1966 29.3 35.0 34.7 24.4 
1967 43.1 33.1 33.1 41.7 
1968 27.B 30.0 30.0 25.6 
1969 17.3 28.0 28.0 13.9 
1970 34.4 26.9 26.9 32.7 
1971 16.0 11.8 
1972 33.1 28.4 
1973 23.3 15.0 
197* 36.8 30.1 29.6 34.5 
1975 9.1 18.5 17.7 12.6 
1976 9.1 5.0 4.6 11.2 
19T7 13.3 1.0 1.0 14.7 
1978 9.6 1.0 1.0 10.6 
1979 11. B 12.6 
1980 3.2 
Yugoslavia 
CONS RAU 
JUTE 
1960 5.9 
1961 6.9 
1962 11.2 
1963 15.0 
1964 12.3 
1965 13.6 
1966 14. 0 
1967 B.7 
1968 10.6 
1969 7.9 
1970 13.1 
1971 8.0 
1972 3.6 
1973 13.5 
1974 21.4 
1975 19.7 
1976 13.4 
197 7 13.4 
1978 15.2 
1979 19.6 
1980 16.4 
Table 5.7 some jute statistics, 1000 mt. 
EEC (9) 
CONS RAU AUAIL JUTE 
JUTE • JU G000S 
1960 4 * 6 . 9 196C 
1961 3 4 2 . 8 3 9 1 . 8 1961 
1962 4 5 6 . 0 5 1 0 . 0 1962 
1963 4 3 8 . 7 5 0 7 . 3 1963 
1 9 6 4 4 0 1 . 1 4 6 1 . 8 1964 
1965 3 9 9 . 7 4 7 3 . 2 1965 
1966 4 1 2 . 4 4 8 3 . 1 1966 
1967 4 1 5 . 5 4 9 6 . 4 1967 
1968 3 6 0 . 1 4 5 2 . 2 1968 
1 9 6 9 3 5 6 . 1 4 3 6 . 1 1969 
1970 3 2 0 . 0 3 9 7 . 3 1970 
1971 2 3 6 . 6 2 9 0 . 8 1971 
1972 2 8 3 . 2 3 2 0 . 1 1912 
1973 2 4 1 . 7 2 8 8 . 0 1973 
1974 2 4 9 . 2 2 8 3 . 2 1974 
1975 1 2 1 . 1 1 5 7 . 1 1975 
1976 1 6 7 . 4 2 2 3 . 3 1976 
1977 1 5 2 . 8 2 4 4 . 4 1977 
1978 1 1 2 . 9 2 2 2 . 3 197B 
1979 1 2 9 . 1 2 3 6 . 2 1979 
1980 9 6 . 9 2 2 8 . 0 1980 
Other W.Europe 
CONS RAU
 A W A i L JUTE 
JUTE « j u GOODS 
4 9 . 4 
5 5 . 8 6 8 . 1 
7B .4 UB.8 
n2.o 9 1 . 0 
« 8 . 0 9 1 . 1 
7 6 . 5 6 2 . 0 
Ö3.3 8 0 . 5 
8 3 . 6 9 2 . 1 
8 9 . 8 9 1 . 6 
5 7 . 8 5 4 . 5 
9 3 . 5 9 3 . 9 
69 .4 7 0 . 9 
7 7 . 3 5 3 . 7 
6 6 . 3 4 8 . 4 
9 0 . 1 9 3 . 1 
4 3 . 6 4 8 . 6 
3 9 . 0 4 4 . 6 
4 9 . 2 5 8 . 2 
43.fl 4 7 . 8 
4 7 . 9 5 3 . 5 
3 3 . 5 
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Of major importance is the division within carpet backing cloth. In the 
USA almost all tufted carpets (90 %) have both primary and secondary 
backing cloth. This is completely different from the EEC where (in 1972) 
only 15 % of tufted carpets had a secondary backing. Originally primary 
carpet backing was more important than secondary carpet backing. The 
reasons are that 10 % of the tufted carpets only had primary carpet 
backing and that primary carpet backing cloth is about 30 % heavier than 
secondary (just over 9 and 7 02/sq. yard respectively). However, jute 
has largely been pushed out of primary cloth by synthetics. This happened 
to a much smaller extent to secondary carpet backing. The switch to 
synthetics occurred much slower than in Europe because in the USA there 
was no domestic carpet backing cloth industry which pushed for the switch. 
All cloth was imported and a switch to synthetics required the set up of 
a domestic industry, contrary to Europe where cloth producers just shifted 
to synthetics. In the USA a new synthetic industry had to compete with 
imported jute carpet backing cloth for the favour of the carpet industry. 
In the 1970s secondary jute carpet backing cloth has been able to maintain 
its position. In 1978 its share was as high as 71 %, while primary cloth 
had decreased to 14 %. A further decrease to less than 5 % is seen in the 
1980s. The promotion efforts of ITC/UNCTAD/GATT aim at maintaining or 
even increasing the market share of secondary carpet backing. 
Jute bags were the most important group of jute goods in the USA until 
1967. However, usage of bags has decreased rapidly after 1968, largely 
due to other transportation methods. Contrary to Europe, in the USA sacks 
and bags are made of imported cloth. If the revival which occurred in a 
number of European countries is to be attributed to increased usage in 
the export sector (re-use value?) then it is not likely that this will 
be seen to some extent in the USA, as the agricultural export sector is 
relatively small. 
Jute cotton bagging is considered as a separate end-use. In 1970 this 
still covered 15 % of jute consumption. However, jute consumption in this 
market has decreased to a -very low level. Consumption of jute for cordage 
and twines and for carpet yarns used to be very low and has decreased 
even further in the 1970s. According to Grilli (1973) consumption of jute 
for jute felts and paddings was just over 15,000 tonnes in 1970. The 
relevance of jute for other packaging, industrial and household applica-
tion was minor. 
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Japan 
Japan is the third important consumption area in the group of developed 
countries. In the 1960s consumption still increased strongly but in the 1970s 
on average a decline can be seen. Our figures for the 1970s are largely 
based on trade data showing a fluctuating, strongly cyclical picture. 
This strongly hinders a preliminary analysis. The data base will be 
further improved. Until 1972 data as presented by Grilli are available.• 
In the 1960s jute sacks and bags were the major market. Around 1970 usage 
decreased owing to penetration of synthetic and paper bags and to declining 
rice production. Preliminary figures show that usage of jute sacks and 
bags has not decreased in the course of the 1970s. 
Particular for Japan is the sizeable consumption of jute twines. While it 
already was considerable it increased even further in the 1960 %, amounting 
to almost 50 % of jute consumption in 1972. Although usage dropped back 
slightly in the 1970s it still is the most important product nowadays. 
Cordage and twines are largely produced from Thai kenaf. Bags are also 
imported for a major part from Thailand, where the shorter supply lines 
add to the benefits of a relatively stable supply. 
Usage of jute in industry is rather little and it decreased even further. 
However, jute carpet backing has been on the increase. Production of tufted 
carpets showed a strong increase at the end of the 1960s, more moderately 
continuing in the 1970s, but yet more than quadrupling between 1970 and 
1979. As in other countries jute primary carpet backing dramatically 
reduced. In the beginning of the 1970s about 70 % of tufted carpets, 
produced in Japan, had a secondary backing. For this purpose, however, on 
a large scale raushed cotton and rayon were used. The share of jute was 
26 % in 1972. 
To obtain a very clear picture has not yet been possible on the basis of 
currently (1982) available data. It seems, however, that jute has been able 
to maintain its market share reasonably well. The built up of the Thai jute 
industry is largely supported by these developments in Japan. 
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Australia and New Zealand 
After the USA, the USSR and Japan, Australia is the fourth largest jute 
consuming country as far as non-producing countries are concerned. As 
such it took over the position of the UK at the end of the 1970s. 
By far the most important group of jute goods in Australia are bags and 
sacks. A specific application in Australia are woolpacks. In the early 
1970s, however, this area was deeply penetrated by synthetic woolpacks. 
However, it seems that jute has regained some of the market. Since data, 
available to us so far, do not seem to be very reliable (numbers or 
values, little information on tonnage) it is difficult to make a sound 
assessment. FAO mentions a revival of the consumption of jute goods in 
the middle of the 1970s in its paper on "Supply, demand and trade 
projections, 1985 (revised edition)". 
New Zealand consumes slightly over 10,000 tonnes of jute goods. Data may 
not be very accurate either, but it seems that on the whole a declining 
trend can be traced. Sacks and bags, which showed a dramatic drop in the 
early seventies, seem to recover slightly while consumption of jute cloth 
appears to be on the decline. 
Table 5.11 Australia: some jute statistics, 1000 mt 
CONS . PROD CONS 
VARNS BASS NEU BAliS CLOTH CLDTH 
CONS RAU 
JUTE 
1 9 6 0 5 . 6 
1 9 6 1 1 3 . 0 
1 9 6 2 3 . 2 
1 9 6 3 6 . 9 
1 9 6 4 . 6 . 1 
1 9 6 5 ' R . l 
1 9 6 6 6 . 5 
1 9 6 7 7 . Ó 
1 9 6 8 9 . 2 
1 9 6 9 9 . 2 
1 9 7 0 1 0 . 3 
1 9 7 1 1 0 . 1 
1 9 7 2 1 7 . 1 
1 9 7 3 1 2 . 3 
1 9 7 4 2 1 . 7 
1 9 7 5 1 4 . 3 
1 7 7 6 1 1 . 6 
1 9 7 7 9 . 8 
1 9 7 8 8 . 8 
1 9 7 9 9 . 8 
1 9 8 0 6 . B 
PROQ 
VARNS 
5 . 6 
1 3 . 0 
3 . 2 
6 . 9 
6 . 1 
8 . ,1 
6 . ,5 
7 . b 
9 . ,2 
9 . . 2 
1 0 . , 3 
1 0 . ,1 
1 7 . , 1 
1 2 . . 3 
2 1 . 7 
1 4 . . 3 
1 1 . . 6 
9 , . 8 
8 . 8 
9, . 8 
6. . 8 
„»„rt rnuQ 
CONS . PROD CONS PROD CONS 
7.1 
7.7 
14. B 
12.1 
10. 3 
9.3 
10.3 
j.a 
o.o 
3.0 
3.0 
3.0 
0.0 
4.1 65.6 0.0 25.5 
4.7 66.8 1.0 26.5 
9.3 6.3 70.0 0.0 
9.3 6.3 62.0 0.0 27.8 
10.9 7.9 52.4 0.0 31.1 
10.6 7.6 39.0 3-0 31.1 
17.7 14.7 36.7 3.0 27.4 
12.a 9.8 44.8 0.0 32.8 
22.2 19.2 b*.2 0.0 32.0 
11.8 46.B 3.0 20.3 
9.1 39.1 3.0 21.7 
7.3 42.3 0.0 H.3 
6.3 41*3 0.0 23.0 
7.3 42-3 0.0 19.8 
7.3 4.3 3.0 
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5.4 Eastern Europe and the USSR 
A major problem in analyzing world commodity markets and constructing 
and using world commodity models, is the role of Centrally Planned 
Economies. In their simulation model of the jute economy for a buffer 
stock policy, Anderson, Blitzer, Cauchois and Grilli include consumption 
in these countries as exogenous. This can only be done if developments 
in the rest of the world, in particular with respect to prices, does not 
affect behaviour in Eastern Europe or China. Contrary to China, Eastern 
Europe (including the USSR) is rather we11 integrated in the jute economy. 
Eastern Europe consumes about the same amount of jute as the USA or 
Western Europe. 
The USSR grows some jute fibre, but this is only sufficiënt for about 25 % 
of the needs of the USSR or 15 % of the needs of Eastern Europe. The rest 
is imported either as jute fibre or as jute goods. At the time of doing 
this preliminary investigation, we only had FAO data on imports of jute 
fibre and, for some countries, United Nations data on production of yarns 
and of jute cloth and sacs. Import data for jute goods are still inadequate 
which is a major handicap. One may try to utilize export data of e.g. India 
and Bangladesh. However, a problem is the fact that the USSR is a major 
trader, importing jute goods from India in particular, and re-exporting 
large quantities. Net import may be less than half of gross import. Re-
exports go to other East European countries and to other centrally planned 
economy countries as well. In our preliminary figures we have taken into 
account data provided by FAO (1979, table 1). From this publication it 
appears that Poland does not import jute goods but only jute fibre, while 
other largely depend on the import of jute goods. Only for Poland, 
availability of jute and jute goods may therefore by proxied by import of 
jute fibre. For other countries available data from the FAO and from Grilli 
(1973) have been used. 
Consumption of jute goods in the USSR increased strongly in the 1960s 
and stagnated in the 1970s at levels around 160,000 tonnes. This is about 
twice the amount of the East European countries together. 
USSR 
CONS RAK PROD AVAIL JUTE 
JUTE YARNS + JU GOODS 
1960 5 4 . 9 5 4 . 9 
m i 5 2 . 5 5 2 . 5 7 0 . 5 
1962 5 2 . 3 5 2 . 3 7 0 . 3 
1963 7 3 . 4 7 3 . 4 . 9 1 . 4 
1 9 6 * 6 7 . 1 6 7 . 1 1 2 1 . 1 
1965 ' 63 .9 6 0 . 9 1 1 4 . 9 
1966 7 4 . 5 7 4 . 5 1 2 8 . 5 
1967 8 6 . 0 8 6 . 0 122 .0 
1968 7 2 . 0 7 2 . 0 108 .0 
1969 7 8 . 7 78 .7 1 1 4 . 7 
1970 8 6 . 3 8 6 . 3 1 3 1 . 3 
1971 71 .0 7 1 . 0 1 5 0 . 0 
1972 B9.B 8 9 . 8 1 6 2 . 3 
1973 7 0 . 1 7 0 . 1 1 6 2 . 3 
197 + 59 .0 5 9 . 0 1 6 2 . 3 
1975 6 7 . 5 6 7 . 5 1 6 2 . 5 
1976 7 7 . 4 7 7 . 4 1 6 2 . 5 
i 9 7 7 6 9 . 6 6 9 . 6 1 6 2 . 5 
1978 7 3 . 8 7 0 . 8 1 6 2 . 5 
1979 7 4 . 3 7 4 . 3 1 6 2 . 5 
1980 9 3 . 5 9 3 . 5 
Czecho Slovakia 
CONS RAU PROD 
JUTE YARNS 
1960 14 .0 1 7 . 9 
1961 1 7 . 0 1 9 . 2 
1962 1R.S . 2 0 . 4 
1963 2 0 . J 2 1 . 1 
1964 1 4 . 0 1 7 . 1 
1965 •14.0 1 6 . 9 
1966 1 5 . 3 1 7 . 8 
1967 1 5 . 0 1 7 . 3 
196 8 1 7 . 4 1 5 . 2 
1969 1 7 . 0 1 5 . 0 
1970 1 5 . 7 15.B 
1971 1 3 . 2 1 6 . 1 
19 72 14 .0 1 6 . 1 
1973 1 3 . 1 1 5 . 0 
1974 1 2 . B 1 4 . 7 
1975 1 1 . 4 1 4 . 3 
1976 3 . 4 1 2 . 9 
1977 7 . 0 1 1 . 8 
1978 6 . 5 8 . 7 
1979 B . l 7 .7 
1980 4 . 9 7 . 3 
CONS 
YARNS 
JAVA IL JUTE 
f* JU GOODS 
1 7 . 9 2 6 . 4 1960 
1 9 . 2 2 6 . 4 1961 
2 0 . 4 2 6 . 4 1962 
2 1 . 1 2 6 . 4 1963 
1 7 . 1 2 6 . 4 1 1954 
1 6 . 9 2 6 . 4 1965 
17.B 2 6 . 4 1966 
1 7 . 3 2 6 . 4 1967 
1 5 . 2 26 .4 196B 
1 5 . 0 2 6 . 4 1969 
15 .B 2 6 . 4 1970 
1 6 . 1 2 6 . 4 1971 
1 6 . 1 2 6 . 5 1972 
1 5 . 0 2 6 . 5 j 197 3 
r 
1 4 . 7 2 6 . 5 1974 
1 4 . 3 1 8 . 6 j 1975 
1 2 . 9 1B.6 1 9 7 6 
1 1 . 8 1 8 . 6 1977 
8 . 7 1 5 . 0 1978 
7 . 7 1 5 . 0 1979 
7 . 3 1980 
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Data on six East Ëuropean countries have been published by FAO: Markets 
for jute, kenaf and allied fibres in Eastern Europe, Intergovernmental 
Group on Jute, Kenaf and Allied Fibres, August 1983; see table 5.13. 
A similar trend can be seen as for the USSR although the increase in 
the 1960s is not very big: 2 % per year. 
Table 5.13. Eastern Europe: Apparent consumption and net imports of 
jute fibre and products 
1961-63 1969-71 1979-81 1982 
estimated 
APPARENT CONSUMPTION l/ 
Bulgaria 
Czechoslovakia 
German Dem.Rep. 
Hungary 
Poland 
Romania 
NET IMPORTS 2/ 
Fibre 
Bulgaria 
Czechoslovakia 
German Dem.Rep. 
Hungary 
Poland 
Romania 
Products 
Bulgaria 
Czechoslovakia 
German Dem.Rep. 
Hungary 
Poland 
Romania 
(. . . . thousand metric tons . . . .) 
72.8 85.9 80.0 82.4 
4.5 14.7 20.6 18.2 
23.2 20.5 18.8 20.7 
3.2 12.3 7.5 9.2 
13.3 7.4 5-4 6.7 
23.6 21.0 I6.5 15.4 
5.0 10.0 11.2 12.2 
55-6 51.6 44.5 41.5 
- 1.8 6.2 7-5 
18.3 12.9 6.0 4 .6 
4 .7 3.6 0.5 0 .4 
7.7 3.9 2 .8 3 .0 
21.6 24.0 18.5 17.0 
3.3 5.4 10.4 9.0 
16.1 32.1 33.1 38.2 
4 .2 12.1 13.4 10.0 
4.5 7 .1 11.9 15.0 
-1 .4 8.1 6.5 8.2 
5 .3 3.3 2.5 3-5 
1.9 
-2 .9 -1 .9 -1.5 
1.6 4 .5 0.7 3.0 
1/ Fibre equivalent. 2/ Negative figures represent net exports. 
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Different countries show different developments. For this reason it may 
be good to divide Eastern Europe in three subgroups 
a) German Democratie Republic, Czecho Slovakia, Hungary 
b) Poland 
c) Romania, Bu lga r i a . 
The consumption of jute goods in the countries in group a) has come under 
pressure from modern substitutes and has clearly decreased since the early 
1970s, while there has only been a slight increase occasionally in the 
1960s. There has been a tendency to replace jute machinery for PP processing 
equipment. In Romania and Bulgaria consumption has increased throughout 
the 1970s. Jute could increase here at the expense of flax. The increasing 
trend in Bulgaria stopped at the end of the seventies. Poland, however, 
shows a decline from the early 1960s onward. Although there may have been 
some displacement of flax, there has also been replacements of jute by 
synthetics or by mixed products. 
5•5 Non-producing developing countries 
Developing countries become increasingly important for jute manufacturers. 
However, within this group it is the group of jute producing countries in 
particular which shows a growth in jute consumption. The other LDC's on 
average provide a stagnating pattern. For this reason the two groups 
should be analyzed separately. Although there is a lot to say in favour 
of including Brazil in the group of producing countries, we have confined 
this group to Asian producing countries since this preliminary investiga-
tion is expected to lead to a study for ESCAP and the (Asian) Government 
Consultation of Jute Producing Countries. The following groups will be 
distinguished 
a) Latin America 
b) Africa 
c) Asia (non-producing). 
The data base which we have been able to compose sofar is still less 
elaborate than for the countries discussed sofar. Below for each group 
a few countries will be discussed. 
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Latin America 
Total consumption of jute and jute products in Latin America is over 
200,000 tonnes on average. There are three countries which use most of it. 
Nowadays Brazil is the largest consumer using almost 50 % of the total of 
Latin America. In the 1960s Argentina was the biggest consumer. lts share 
decreased to about 10 % in the 1970s and less than 5 % in 1982. Cuba has 
reached second place taking about 35 % of Latin American jute consumption. 
In recent years Brazil and Cuba together take about 80 % of total Latin 
American jute usage. 
Total consumption in Brazil showed a slight increase in the 1960s and a 
strong increase in the beginning of the 1970s. In this sense, Brazil is 
an exception compared to the other Latin American countries. The jumps 
in 1973 and 1975 as can be seen in our data are remarkable. These years 
mark the start of the import of jute fibre and, with some delay, its 
domestic cultivation. Jute is largely used for the bagging of export 
commodities coffee, rice, raw sugar and maize. It needs to be investigated 
to what extent the government did and will protect jute products from their 
synthetic substitutes. 
Traditionally Argentina was a large jute consumer. Most of it was used for 
the packaging of agricultural export products. The structure of Argentina's 
economy caused the modern sector to be easily conquered by synthetics 
where originally jute was used. This resulted in a strong decrease in jute 
usage enforced by problems with agricultural exports. Argentina imports 
all jute goods as cloth domestically providing further processing. 
The data base for Cuba is rather weak. Since 1966 Cuba does not more 
import jute fibre or goods directly from India and Bangladesh. Perhaps 
this is now done through the USSR. Jute seems to be largely used for 
exports of sugar. 
xcuj-Lt! j . 1 1 öume juut; auauxsuxi-a, IUUU mu. 
Latin America 
CONS RAU 
JUTE 
1 9 6 0 5 2 . 4 
1 9 6 1 5 9 . 4 
1 9 6 2 6 B . 5 
1 9 6 3 6 9 . 5 
1 9 6 4 6 2 . 2 
1 9 6 5 8 B . 3 
1 9 6 6 8 1 . 9 
1 9 6 7 7 9 . 4 
1 9 6 8 9 0 . 4 
1 9 6 9 8 5 . 9 
1 9 7 0 9 3 . 6 
1 9 7 1 9 1 . 8 
1 9 T 2 9 3 . 2 
1 9 7 3 1 1 5 . 6 
1 9 7 4 1 1 5 . 9 
1 9 7 5 1 4 8 . 9 
1 9 7 6 1 3 4 . 0 
1 9 7 7 1 3 3 . 3 
1 9 7 8 1 0 5 . 1 
1 9 7 9 1 0 6 . 3 
1 9 8 0 1 3 2 . 1 
Argentina 
CONS RAU AVAIL JUTE 
JUTE * J U GOQDS 
196C 6.3 
1961 7.0 
1962 10.8 
1963 7.0 53.9 
1964 ï.3 9'"'«5 
1965 8.8 43.8 
1966 7.0 24.0 
1967 6.6 20.6 
1968 5.1 29.0 
1969 7.3 33.9 
1970 9.0 49.4 
1971 5.2 37.2 
1972 4.0 26.6 
1973 4.7 25.2 
1974 5.5 47.1 
1975 2.9 23.9 
1976 3.9 26.2 
1977 3.0 18.0 
1978 2.6 13.3 
1979 2.4 22.4 
1980 1.6 
Brazil 
CONS RAW 
JUTE 
AVAIL JU 
+ JU G0 
1960 3 8 . 8 
1961 4 7 . 7 
1962 4 6 . 9 4 6 . 7 
1963 53 .B 5 3 . 4 
1964 5 9 . 1 5 3 . 9 
1965 6B.0 6 2 . 0 
1966 5 7 . 6 5 4 . 5 
1 9 6 7 5 0 . 5 4 3 . 8 
1968 6 2 . 1 4 6 . 8 
1 9 6 9 56 . 3 4 5 . 6 
1970 5 9 . 1 5 6 . 2 
1 9 7 1 5 9 . 7 5 5 . 0 
1972 6 3 . 7 5 4 . 8 
1 9 7 3 8 6 . 0 8 3 . 6 
1974 8 7 . 4 8 4 . H 
1975 1 2 3 . 6 1 1 8 . 9 
1976 1 1 1 . 4 1 0 1 . 7 
1 9 7 7 1 0 9 . 9 1C3.0 
1 9 7 8 B 7 . 0 8 1 . 2 
1979 80 . 6 6 1 . 3 
19B0 1 0 0 . 0 
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Africa 
The two biggest consumers in Africa are Egypt and Sudan. Together they 
take about 30 % of African jute consumption of about 270,000 tonnes. In 
the past South-Africa was the most important consumer with about 
75,000 tonnes in the early sixties and only about 20,000 tonnes in the 
late 1970s. While most publications include South-Africa in the group 
"other developed countries" some aspects favour the contrary: its economy 
has a more dual structure like Latin American countries and data are not 
readily available spoiling the accuracy of data in the group "developed 
countries". Until the end of the 1970s the decrease of jute consumption 
was at the expense of jute goods imports. Imports of jute fibre remained 
virtually constant which may indicate that the domestic processing industry 
is protected against erosion. 
On average Egypt is the biggest jute consumer of Africa: about 50,000 tonnes 
per year, with considerable fluctuations. No trend can be traced. Sudan 
imports almost all jute as jute goods: about 40,000 tonnes per year on 
average, which makes it the second biggest consumer of Africa. This 
virtually only refers to sacks and bags. 
Consumption in other African countries together is considerable: about 
180,000 tonnes which is close to the figure for the EEC. This is, however, 
spread over many countries. Mozambique, Nigeria, Zaire, Kenya, Ethiopia, 
Tanzania and Zimbabwe are all countries which may take some 10 to 20,000 
tonnes annually. No trend can be spotted. In view of the structure of the 
economies, there does not yet seem to be a direct threat to jute from the 
side of synthetics. 
Asia 
In this group one finds many small consumers. Of importance are Pakistan, 
Indonesia, Iran and Vietnam. There are also some countries in the Middle 
East consuming reasonable quantities of jute. In South-Korea originally 
hemp was produced and consumed. Later on it started to produce synthetic 
fibres, which are used now and virtually eliminated jute. Recent figures 
show some return of jute. Total consumption of "non-producing" Asian 
countries amounts about 200,000 tonnes, of which about half is for the 
Middle East and half for "other Asia"; the former has grown much more 
rapidly than the latter. 
Africa South-Africa 
CONS RAU 
JUTE 
1960 7 2 . 7 
1951 8 5 . 1 
1962 87 .8 
1963 99.C 
1964 9 3 . 2 
1965 7 3 . f. 
1966 5 9 . 4 
1967 9 5 . 9 
1968 1 2 2 . 2 
1969 111 .8 
1970 1 1 5 . 7 
1971 1 2 5 . 0 
1972 1 1 9 . 1 
1973 1 3 4 . 8 
1974 1 6 7 . 4 
1975 1 5 1 . 3 
1976 1 3 9 . 3 
1977 1 3 4 . 6 
197B 124 . 1 
1979 1 5 5 . 5 
19B0 1 3 9 . 7 
CONS RAU AVAIL JUTE 
JUTE * J U GOODS 
1960 2 9 . 0 
1961 2 9 . 0 7 1 . 5 
1962 2 9 . 0 7 7 . 5 
1963 3 8 . 0 7 7 . 5 
1954 3 1 . 0 71 .0 
1965 io.o 7 1 . 0 
1966 » . 0 7 1 . 0 
1967 2 6 . 0 6 5 . 0 
1968 2 6 . 0 6 5 . 0 
1969 2 6 . 0 6 5 . 0 
1970 2 6 . 2 6 2 . 0 
1971 2 1 . 2 5 0 . 0 
1972 21 .2 45 .0 
19T3 2 1 . 2 4 0 . 0 
1974 2 1 . 2 35 .0 
1975 2 1 . 0 3 2 . 0 
1976 21 .0 29 .0 
1977 2 1 . 0 2 6 . 0 
19T8 1 9 . 0 2 3 . 0 
1979 2 0 . 3 20 .0 
19B0 2 4 . 0 
Egypt 
CONS RAU 
JUTE 
1960 1 6 . 9 
1961 2 9 . 4 
1962 2 8 . 1 
1963 2 8 . 6 
1964 2 5 . 4 
1955 3 1 . 9 
1966 2 3 . 3 
1967 2 3 . 9 
1968 36.R 
1969 3 3 . 6 
1970 3 1 . 8 
1971 2 9 . 0 
1972 2 0 . 9 
1973 2 1 . 9 
1974 3 2 . 9 
1975 3 4 . 3 
1976 3 9 . 3 
1977 3 3 . 4 
1978 2 3 . 9 
1979 4 2 . 6 
1980 2 2 . 1 
PRDD CONS 
ÏARNS ÏARNS ' 
1 3 . 6 1 3 . 6 
2 3 . 6 2 3 . 6 
2 2 . 3 2 2 . 3 
2 5 . 9 2 5 . 9 
2 4 . 2 2 4 . 2 
1 8 . 0 1 8 . 0 
2 0 . 7 2 0 . 7 
1 4 . 4 1 4 . 4 
2 7 . 3 2 7 . 3 
2 5 . 9 2 5 . 9 
2 7 . 4 2 7 . 4 
2 8 . 0 2 8 . 0 
2 6 . 5 2 6 . 5 
2 8 . 1 2 B . 1 
3 1 . 6 3 1 . 6 
3 6 . 0 3 6 . 0 
3 6 . 7 3 6 . 7 
3 8 . 1 3 8 . 1 
3 3 . 7 3 3 . 7 
3 6 . 0 3 6 . 3 
3 6 . 2 3 6 . 2 
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Pakistan has a special position as has been indicated before. After 
independence of Bangladesh a jute processing industry was built up in 
Pakistan in the 1970s. Traditionally, consumption of jute was relatively 
large, making it one of the most important consumers of the world. 
Indonesia consumes about 30,000 tonnes of jute per year, increasing 
from about 20,000 tonnes in the early 1960s. In the 1970s consumption 
of jute in Iran more than quadrupled to about 50,000 tonnes. Part of 
this is used as carpet yarn. 
5.6 Recent estimates of apparent consumption 
In its publication "Jute, kenaf and allied fibres, Quarterly Statistics, 
September 1983" the FAO gives a set of estimates for apparent consumption 
of jute, kenaf and allied fibres including jute goods in fibre equivalents. 
Part of this table is produced below. 
Table 5.16 some jute statistics, 1000 mt 
Pakistan Indonesia 
CO NS RAU 
JUTE 
CDNS RAU 
JUTE 
1960 0 . 0 1960 3 . 0 
1961 0 . 0 1961 4 . 0 
1962 0 . 0 1962 4 . 0 
1963 0 .5 1963 4 . 0 
196* 3 . 0 1964 5 . 0 
1965 0 . 0 1965 ' 5 . 0 
1966 G.C 1966 B.C 
1967 0 .0 1967 1 5 . 0 
19S8 3 . 0 1968 1 3 . 0 
1 9 6 9 
- 0 . 0 1969 1 5 . 0 
1970 O.C 1970 1 5 . 0 
1971 1 . 3 1971 1 5 . 0 
1972 9 .0 1972 a.3 
1973 5 1 . 0 1973 1 4 . 0 
1974 « 7 . 0 1974 2 0 . 6 
1975 4B .3 1975 2 6 . 7 
1976 4 4 . 5 1976 2 5 . 4 
1977 5 9 . 0 197 7 9 . 5 
1978 3 8 . 3 1978 1 8 . 0 
1979 4fa.4 1979 2 3 . 3 
1980 4 8 . 0 1980 3 5 . 0 
Vietnam Asi 
CDNS RAU 
JUTE 
1960 2 2 . 3 
1 9 6 1 2 2 . 3 
1912 2 2 . 3 ! 
1 9 6 3 2 2 . 3 
1964 2 5 . 6 
1965 2 4 . 5 
1 9 6 6 2 4 . 0 
1 9 6 7 2 4 . 7 
1968 2 3 . 5 
1969 2 1 . 4 
1970 2 3 . 5 
1 9 7 1 2 3 . 6 1 
1 9 7 2 2 2 . 0 1 
1973 2 2 . 0 1 
1974 24 . 5 1 
1975 3 2 . 5 1 
1 9 7 6 5 0 . 1 1 
1 9 7 7 4 7 . 1 1 
1978 2 e . 4 1 
1979 2 6 . 4 1 
1980 3 0 . 4 1 
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Table 5.17 World apparent consumption of j u t e , kenaf and 
a l l i e d f i b r e s 1/ 
1930 1981 1982' 
(revised) 
thousand metr ic 
HOBU 3604 3782 3529 
VORLD EXCL CHINA 3090 3197 2919 
DEVEIDPCTG 2606 2812 2648 
l a t i n Anarica 240 211 193 
Armntina 14 12 7 
Braail 108 90 94 
Cuba 79 77 73 
Afriea 140 151 138 
Ghana 5 4 3 
KattJTa 13 13 11 
Hoaanblque 4 5 4 
!H.«arU 9 10 11 
Tanaenia 10 8 9 
Haar Baat 223 315 238 
BftTPt 45 55 62 
I I » 57 81 43 
AldaB 53 67 40 
Var Baat 1463 1521 1440 
Bangladaah 121 116 110 
Buraa 41 38 39 
India 989 1032 980 
Indonaaia 34 60 37 
«apel 14 9 5 
Pakiataa 94 96 103 
Thailand 140 139 137 
Othar Drvelopin*. 541 614 639 
China 514 584 610 
DBVELOFSD 2 6 962 881 
Horth Amarica 220 224 173 
Unltad Stataa 196 207 160 
• 
Vaatam Europa 267 234 236 
EEC 226 192 197 
Balgitai-Ijixsabourg 41 37 39 
rFHTlCM 35 36 30 
G#naaUi3fff ïw!« Itop* 42 31 34 
Gpsoco • 5 8 VJ
l 
I t a l y 23 • 8 11 
üatharlanda 21 24 23 
Onitad Kingdon 51 40 48 
Othar V. Europa 40 43 39 
5 . Europa and USSR 281 307 281 
Csachoalorakia 17 22 21 
Hunftary 6 . 6 7 
Poland 14 16 15 
Ü3SR 202 220 19B 
Oeaania 98 92 79 
Auatralia 82 79 69 
Othar Baralopad 132 112 112 
Japan 85 67 76 
1/ Flora aquivalant; Equivalent fibres Equivalente an fibra 
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JUTE AND JUTE GOODS IN JUTE PRODUCING COUNTRIES 
In the previous chapter demand for jute and jute goods has been analyzed 
for all countries and regions of the world except the jute producing 
countries. In this chapter attention will therefore be paid to India, 
Bangladesh, Thailand, Nepal, China and Burma. While some general remarks 
and statistics have already been presented in section 3.4, we will now 
focus on specific country developments. 
6.1 India 
The jute industry of India dates back from the last century. Many old 
machines and old materials are still used. India has always been strongly 
oriented towards the market in the USA. This is the oldest and largest 
market not being supplied by a domestic processing industry. The USA 
needed woven fabrics for its domestic production of jute sacks and bags 
and for carpet backing. India became the world's largest producer and 
exporter of carpet backing cloth. During the hausse period in the 1960s, 
this product became more and more important in the Indian jute industry. 
Traditionally, and certainly after the decline in importance of the 
American market in the 1970s, there has been a strong interest in the 
domestic market. The increase in relative and absolute importance of 
the domestic market is clearly shown in table 6.1. In this table the 
annual figures fluctuate strongly which is partly due to inaccurate, 
hardly comparable data. However, the trend shows clearly. In the early 
1960s a quarter of the production was destined for the domestic market. 
This increased to about 70 % at the end of the 1970s. 
The relative importance of the various product groups in total exports 
of jute goods is shown in table 6.2 for some recent years. This shows 
that Hessian is by far the most important product in exports of jute 
goods, although its level has been extremely volatile over the past few 
years. 
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Table 6.1 Demand for jute goods from mi .lis in India (1000 tonnes) 
Exports Home Mills Share home 
consumption consumption 
162 
despatches 
1,040 1962 878 16 
1963 899 340 1,239 27 
1964 1,080 232 1,312 18 
1965 878 474 1,352 35 
1966 719 448 1,167 38 
1967 739 460 1,199 38 
1968 650 483 1,133 43 
1969 570 417 987 43 
1970 550 410 960 43 
1971 671 521 1,192 44 
1972 581 675 1,256 54 
1973 561 592 1,153 51 
1974 583 506 1,089 46 
1975 516 605 1,121 54 
1976 453 727 1,180 62 
1977 521 665 1,186 56 
1978 328 881 1,209 73 
1979 490 810 1,300 62 
1) year runs from April to March for export data 
2) home consumption as a percentage of milis despatches 
Table 6.2 
Period 2) 
Levels (tonnes) and shares of product groups in exports of 
jute goods from India (%) 
Hessian Sacking Carpet backing Total 1) 
1978/79 219 (54) 43 (11) 115 (28) 408 
1979/80 256 (58) 49 (11) 107 (24) 440 
1980/81 303 (62) 60 (12) 79 (16) 490 
1981/82 225 (61) 56 (15) 68 (18) 369 
1982/83P 220 (65) 50 (15) 45 (13) 340 
1) including yarns, ropes, tarpaulins, mats & webbing 
2) July to June 
p = provisional 
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As implied by the remarks above, the composition of production of jute 
goods is completely different from the export composition; the growth 
of domestic needs for sacks and bags is reflected in this production 
together with the decline in exports of Hessian cloth and carpet backing 
cloth. Details are shown in table 6.3. The figures again need to be 
used with caution, there seems to be a discrepancy between data, when 
using different sources. This will be analyzed again more in detail in 
future. 
Table 6.3 Shares of product groups in production of jute goods from 
India (%) 
Shares (%) of 
Total production Hessian Sacking Carpet backing Others 
1962/63 1,067 48 43 6 2 
1963/64 1,269 46 41 10 3 
1964/65 1,305 41 46 10 4 
1965/66 1,369 41 44 12 3 
1966/67 1,166 47 35 14 3 
1967/68 1,205 46 33 18 3 
1968/69 1,130 45 26 25 3 
1969/70 931 42 24 32 2 
1970/71 992 35 34 30 1 
1971/72 1,200 34 32 32 2 
1972/73 1,213 31 37 28 3 
1973/74 1,164 29 37 30 4 
1974/75 1,083 35 44 18 3 
1975/76 1,135 28 35 33 4 
1976/77 1,195 33 36 26 5 
1977/78 1,186 26 45 26 4 
1978/79 1,074 26 49 11 14 
1979/80 1,348 28 49 10 13 
1980/81 1,406 28 53 5 14 
1981/82 1,304 26 57 6 11 
Consumption of sacks and bags covered about 75 % of total jute goods in 
1971, according to Grilli. Half of the remaining 25 % could be allocated 
to industrial and other packaging fabrics (hessian). According to Hajra, 
this was also used for fertilizers and for cotton cloth. The remainder 
went to other goods such as jute canvas, tarpaulin and cordage. Sacking 
consumption has grown remarkably, presumably because of little inroads 
by synthetics. 
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Within the sacks and bags sector in 1971 according to Grilli, the 
cement industry was the largest user, taking about 27 %. Next was the 
grain sector taking some 25 %. Table 6.4 below is taken from Hajra. 
It shows that in 1976-77 food grains were far more important than 
cement, the latter one then only taking 18 %. This is consistent with 
the report by the ESCAP-mission attributing the growth in domestic 
usage largely to the production increase in the food grain sector. 
An analysis of the need for sacking in India should preferably also 
include such commodities as food grains, cement, sugar and fertilizers. 
The competitive position of jute may be influenced by the extent to 
which substitutes are produced domestically and the government protects 
the local jute industry. A recent report of the Ministry of Commerce of 
the Government of India expects internal demand to rise to 1,150,000 
tonnes (product weight) in 1989/90. Exports are then expected to increase 
to 670,000 tonnes, as is presented by the FAO in its paper on markets 
for Jute, Kenaf and Allied Fibres in Asia (1983) . 
Table 6.4 Estimated demand for sacking, hessian and other jute 
manufactures, 1982-83 (1000 tonnes) 
Norms 
SI. Consuming Unit Production of Jute Requirements of Jute Goods 
No. Commodity 1976-77 1982-83 Sacking or 1976-77 1982-83 
- • -
Hessian 
Sacking 
1. Cement Mill. Tonnes 18.85 29.00* 5.6/OOOt 105.56 162.40 
2. Sugar Mill. Tonnes 4 82 6.20 120 57.84 74.40 
3. Flour Mill. Tonnes 1.80 2.22 1.3.0 23.40 28.90 
4. Salt Mill. Tonnes 6.00 7.45 8.0 48.00 59 60 
5. Fertilisers (Materials) Mill. Tonnes 7.14 17.40 5.0 35.70 87.00 
6. Foodgrains, Mill. Tonnes 120.80 152.00 2.5 302.00 380.00 
Oilseeds, etc. 572.50 792.30 
Hessian 
1. Fertilisers (Materials) Mill. Tonnes 7.14 17.40 5.0 35.70 87.00 
2. Cotton Cloth Mill. Tonnes 7835 102.00 3 per'000 23.50 30.60 
Total Sacking & Hessian 
i i is i i i i i w i i t r 59.20 117.60 
Add 12 5-fer other sectors 631.70 
78.96 
710.66 
909.90 
113.74 
1023.64 
Deduction 10% as Substitution Effect of (-)102.36 
Synthetics and Bulk Packaging 
Exports 456.00 
1166.66 
921.28 
500.00 
1421.28 
Total Demand Say 1400.00 
•Imports of 2 million tonnes 
Source : Draft Five Year Plan 1978-83, p. 45 Qovt. of India, Planning Commlaalon, 1978. 
From: S. Hajra: "Jute industry, problems and prospects", New Delhi, 1978. 
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6.2 Bangladesh 
Before the partition of British India, there were hardly any jute milis 
in what is now Bangladesh. Jute, grown there, was shipped to Calcutta. 
Before Bangladesh became independent, industrialization largely took 
place in West Pakistan while East Pakistan (now Bangladesh) hardly 
got anything except for the jute processing industry. This explains 
its emormously significant role in the Bangladesh economy. 
Only a part of jute grown in Bangladesh is processed locally. As shown 
already in table 3.7, production of jute goods has been stagnant since 
the late 1960s at levels around 500,000 tonnes. A major part of jute 
goods produced by milis is exported as can be seen in table 6.5. Much 
more than in the case of India, export has been oriented to other 
developing countries. Bangaldesh produces more traditional products 
than India. The share of sacks and bags was higher while carpet backing 
cloth hardly played any role until the middle of the 1970s. The composi-
tion of exports of jute goods is shown in table 6.6. This shows that 
developments are rather steady. 
There is an emphasis of exports to Africa and Asia. With a shift over 
time from Africa to the Near East, offering one of the very few growth 
markets for jute which has been largely captured by Bangladesh. It also 
takes two third of the market in consuming developing Asia, where India 
has a few percentages and Thailand takes the remaining part. 
The share of product groups in production of jute goods is shown in 
table 6.7. The domestic market of Bangladesh is rather limited, but has 
grown in the 1970s. Basically it only uses bags to package rice. Rice 
production increased steadily in the 1970s with an annual percentage growth 
rate of 3.5 %. However, this increase largely consisted of compensating 
for the damage during the independence war and mainly occurred during 
the first half of the 1970s. Between 1975 and 1982 production increased very 
little. 
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Table 6.5 Demand for jute goods from milis in Bangladesh (1000 tonnes) 
Exports Internal Mills Share of home.. 
consumption consumption 
34 
despatches 
488 1976/77 454 7 
1977/78 522 45 567 8 
1978/79 458 38 496 8 
1979/80 440 41 481 9 
1980/81 494 43 537 8 
1981/82 534 34 568 6 
1) Internal consumption as a percentage of milis despatches. 
Table 6.6 Shares (%) of product groups in exports of jute goods from 
Bangladesh. 
1964/65 
1965/66 
1966/67 
1967/68 
1968/69 
1969/70 
1970/71 
1971/72 
1972/73 
1973/74 
1974/75 
1975/76 
1976/77 
1977/78 
1978/79 
1979/80 
1980/81 
1981/82 
1982/83P 
Hessian Sacking Carpet backing Others 
33 63 3 1 
29 66 4 1 
26 67 5 1 
31 62 6 2 
36 56 6 2 
44 47 6 3 
47 37 10 5 
37 47 13 2 
42 40 13 6 
34 47 14 6 
38 46 11 5 
36 46 14 4 
34 46 15 5 
36 46 14 4 
39 46 13 2 
38 47 14 1 
37 47 15 1 
35 55 10 0 
42 41 17 0 
p = provisional 
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Table 6.7 Shares of product groups in production of jute goods 
in Bangladesh (%) 
Shares (%) of  
Total production Hessian Sacking Carpet backing Others 
1976/77 498 34 46 14 6 
1977/78 555 32 49 14 5 
1978/79 509 35 46 15 4 
1979/80 531 36 47 15 2 
1980/81 591 35 52 12 1 
1981/82 587 34 55 10 1 
However, combining various services it seems that consumption of jute 
sacks has increased considerably. Grilli indicates a trough level in 
1970/71 of 9,800 tonnes and 20,400 tonnes in 1971/72. From FAO figures 
we derived 40,000 tonnes in 1979/80 and 49,000 tonnes in 1981/82. 
Consumption of Hessian increased from 4,300 and 10,000 tonnes in 1970/71 
and 1971/72 to 15,000 and 12,000 in 1979/80 and 1980/81. Consumption of 
other jute goods almost doubled during that period to 6,000 tonnes in 
1980. Village consumption of jute and jute goods is about 50 % of total 
consumption and increased proportionately. 
6.3 Thailand 
üntil the middle of the 1960s Thailand was an importer of jute goods. 
In the beginning of the 1960s cultivation of jute increased dramatically 
as can be seen in table 3.7. The production of jute goods foliowed slowly 
and became relevant for the world market in the 1970s. Export of jute 
goods increased strongly in the early part of that decade. 
Contrary to India and Bangladesh, Thailand hardly exports any jute cloth. 
This is caused by the fact that Thailand grows mesta (Thai kenaf) instead 
of true jute. On the other hand Thailand is the biggest exporter of 
yarns and cordages and twines. Yarns are largely processed into twines 
and cordages (in particular in Japan). However, bags and sacks take a 
major part of exports of jute goods from Thailand as can be seen in 
table 6.8. 
As mentioned before, Thailand is largely oriented to the Japanese market 
as is shown in table 6.9. It also takes a major part of that market 
except for the sector of cloth. Overall it took 59 % of the market in 
the late 1970s. Also in the EEC, Oceania and some other Asian countries, 
Thailand has a strong position. 
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Table 6.8 Shares (%) of product groups in exports of jute goods from 
Thailand. 
Bags and Sacks Cloth 
1965 100 _ 
1966 100 -
1967 100 -
1968 100 -
1969 96 4 
1970 77 10 
1971 78 10 
1972 71 7 
1973 66 15 
1974 49 8 
1975 58 13 
1976 33 4 
1977 44 2 
1978 53 3 
1979 53 3 
Cordage and Twines 
6 
2 
5 
15 
31 
22 
46 
28 
16 
12 
Yarns 
8 
9 
17 
4 
12 
8 
16 
25 
25 
31 
Table 6.9 Market shares of jute goods on the Japanese market, 
1977, 1979 
bags and sacks 
cloth 
cordage 
yarns 
overall 
India Bangladesh Thailand 
16 3 81 
70 29 1 
0 0 100 
1 6 93 
30 11 59 
Some recent data about production of jute goods in Thailand show that 
about 75 % is sacking and the remainder is yarns. Sacks and bags are 
mainly used for rice. In the 1970s, the production of sugarcane increased 
dramatically and may have overtaken jute in its need for sacks. Recently 
a paperpulp industry has been set up using kenaf stalk. 
6.4 Nepal and China 
Nepal produced about 15,000 tonnes of jute goods of which about half is 
exported. This makes Nepal of marginal importance for the world jute 
market. However, jute is of vital importance to Nepal. In 1971/72 it 
received 87 % of its total export revenue from its jute exports. This 
decreased to about 30 % at the end of the decade. 
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China grows a large amount of jute. It has a large jute processing 
industry which is far bigger than that of e.g. Bangladesh. It also 
needs a vast amount of jute goods. The world market has to a large 
extent only functioned in case of excess supply. However, there is a 
trend for China to act more as an exporter of jute goods, meanwhile 
both exporting and importing jute fibre. Around 1980 China exported 
some 35,000 tonnes of jute goods. The EEC imported about 13,000 tonnes 
of jute bags from China. It was the biggest supplier of heavy jute 
bags to the EEC. The question is how this market will develop in view 
of competition from synthetics. Information on the domestic market of 
China is extremely limited at this stage. 
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7. PRICES 
In this chapter attention will be paid to prices and price determinants 
for jute-and polypropylene fibre and products as well as to international 
transport aspects. Considerable use has been made of the following 
papers: UNCTAD (1982):"The marketing of jute and jute products: Areas 
for international cooperation"; McCowan (1981): "Jute and the synthetics", 
paper for the World Bank; International Trade Centre (1984): "Market 
promotion of jute secondary backing in the United States" by James 
McCowan; Landell Mills Commodities (1983): "Natural products and the 
synthetics", paper for the FAO. 
7.1 Prices of jute 
Unlike in many other commodities there is no larger organized international 
physical exchange where prices are registered resulting from selling and 
buying of jute. A futures market does not exist either. In international 
trade bilateral arrangements between buyers and sellers are the normal proce-
dure where a price is agreed bilaterally. The Bangladesh Jute Association 
publishes daily prices for immediate and forward delivery collecting 
them from members. Members of the London Jute Association handle a large 
part of the world trade in jute fibre, which makes their LJA price a 
relevant indicator. 
The majority of world's export of jute fibre comes from Bangladesh. Most 
grades exported are close to the Standard reference grade Bangla White D 
(BWD). Prices of various grades in various countries follow BWD with 
discounts or premiums depending on preferences and market situations. 
Significant grades are Bangladesh BWD and BWC, India Lightnings and 
Hearts, Nepal Lightning and Hearts, Thailand Thai "A" and Thai "B". 
Internal prices of jute fibre normally are lower than the export prices. 
Bangladesh's minimum export price policy, the Export Price Check (EPC) 
fixes a minimum price. All exports are required to register and obtain 
approval from the Bangladesh Bank. It appears, however, that it is 
possible for foreign buyers to purchase at less than the EPC prices. 
During the low price period in 1981/1982 virtually all exports seem to 
have been priced at a lower level. The minimum price was suspended since 
that period. This also applies to export taxes which Bangladesh used to 
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promote certain grades before 1981/1982. The Jute Corporation of India 
iraplemented a minimum price policy by purchasing jute from the growers. 
In Nepal the country's minimum price policy is supported by occasional 
buying by the Jute Trade and Development Corporation. 
Part of the developments in jute fibre prices is caused by intra-seasonal 
factors such as inadequate information about yield prospects, stocking 
and transport problems and the like. As far as inter-seasonal variations 
are concerned, it is both demand and supply factors which are of relevance. 
On the supply side area and yield combined with weather condition affect 
prices, while supply occasionally is disrupted by strikes. Traders and 
jute milis have to hold stocks as supply comes in in a short period 
while demand is rather constant over time. This introduces speculation 
in the pricing of jute fibre. 
7.2 Prices of jute goods 
The prices of jute goods are influenced by a number of factors prevailing 
in the market. Among them is the price of jute fibre as it accounts for 
about half of the price of sacking and hessian and about a quarter of 
the price of carpet backing. 
For sacking and hessian there is the East India Jute and Hessian Exchange. 
Physical and forward trading is done at the exchange. Hedging is practised 
to eliminate price risks. It was found, however, that in hessian the 
speculative element far outweighed the genuine hedging side. As speculators 
acted this made the price excessively unstable. For this reason hedging 
in hessian has been prohibited since 1971. Recently consideration is 
given to the suggestion of resuming hedging in hessian in an attempt to 
divert price risks away from exporters. For sacking, hedging is still 
carried out at the exchange. 
The prices at the East India Jute and Hessian Exchange determine the 
export prices for hessian and sacking. Export duties or subsidies may 
need to be incorporated. Export contracts are registered and are checked 
to ascertain that the product is exported at the price prevailing at the 
exchange, allowing certain daily price fluctuations. Only contracts for 
spot sales with immediate payments and for sales by tenders through 
the State Trading Corporation are handled differently. 
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Por hessian and sacking from Bangladesh the Bangladesh. Jute Mills 
Corporation (BJMC) usually sets its price slightly lower than the 
price of India's exporters, which might ensure them of a desired part 
of the market leaving the balance to other countries'exporters. BJMC 
bases its price on the price of the East India Jute and Hessian Exchange 
and on other market factors, trying to stabilize prices as well. 
BJMC publishes daily minimum export quotation for a number of jute 
goods. 
Nepal's two milis arrive at their f.o.b. Biratnagar prices by deduction of 
transportation costs etc. from the f.o.b. Calcutta prices. The bulk of 
Nepal's export to countries other than India is shipped through Calcutta. 
Often Thailands jute goods (mostly sacks) receive a slightly higher 
price because of good quality and timely delivery. When exporting China 
frequently sells at very low prices thus undercutting the market. 
The market for carpet backing is concentrated in the USA which takes 
more than two-third of Bangladesh's and India's export of carpet backing. 
BJMC has a marketing arrangement with some importers in the USA aiming 
at stabilizing prices and volumes. BJMC fixes the prices and is assumed 
to be the price leader for carpet backing exports. There is no trading 
in carpet backing at the East India Jute and Hessian Exchange. India 
has minimum export prices for carpet backing which normally are slightly 
higher than the BJMC prices. India's minimum export price is based on 
cost of production and market position vis-a-vis synthetics. It appears 
to be possible occasionally to sell at lower prices through transfer 
of funds. 
In most years there seems to be ample supply compared to demand enabling 
consumers to force the price downwards as it is not very well possible to 
increase demand in the short term. Demand seems to be price inelastic 
in the short term as well as to some extent in the long term for declining 
prices. If supply is insufficiënt e.g. because of weather or strikes or 
a sudden increase in demand,prices may move upward rapidly with long-term 
adverse effects because of substitution by synthetics. Both cases are 
bad for producers. International concerted action on supply and export 
strategies is required to prevent the situation from worsening year-by-
year. In the research project for which this paper is a preliminary 
investigation, we hope to provide analytical tools for such actions. 
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7.3 Prices of synthetic substitutes of jute goods 
As by far the most important substitute of jute is polypropylene, we 
shall here only discuss the prices of polypropylene so as to compare it to 
the price of jute goods. On a world scale, polypropylene is the end-use 
of about 30 % of production of propylene. Most of propylene comes from 
thermal crackers and the rest comes from such sources as refinery 
gasses, hydro-cracking and catalytic reforming. In the USA virtually 
all propylene becomes available as a by-product from ethylene produc-
tion, and it has a large potential for additional supply, using declining 
shares of natural gas and increasing shares of liquid feedstocks. In 
West-Europe and Japan, naphta has been the feedstock but there is a 
gradual shift to natural gas. There is a close correlation between the 
price of propylene and of cfude oil and a more complex explanation does not 
seem to add much to explaining propylene prices from crude oil prices 
and inflation only. In periods of low rates of capacity utilization 
significant discounts may be given. 
Polypropylene is obtained by polymerization of propylene. Polypropylene 
is used for many end-uses. Two large groups, taking about two-third of 
the total are fibre and filaments and injection moulding. Our focal 
point, fibres, claims about 30 % of total polypropylene consumption. 
The price of polypropylene is based on the cost price and on market 
conditions. As for propylene, the price of crude oil and a general price 
index form a good basis. What needs to be included is discounts in case 
of low rates of capacity utilization and premiums when competing jute 
goods show a very high price. 
In the paper by Landell Mills Commodities, it is concluded that the 
price elasticity of polypropylene prices to oil prices is 0.6 while 
the elasticity to OECD industrial production is 2.4, which may be a 
bit on the high side. As argued above, polypropylene prices will directly 
affect jute good prices. Such relationships will be included in our 
analysis. 
A comparison of prices of jute goods and competing polypropylene products, 
shows that one needs to distinguish between various types of products. In 
general, jute cloth for sacking is slightly to considerably more expensive 
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than competing polypropylene cloth. The same statement can be made 
for primary carpet backing. For secondary carpet backing, prices of 
the two competing products are rather close recently with either one 
being cheapest occasionally. 
7.4 International transport aspects 
A severe disadvantage for international trade in jute fibre and jute 
goods, is the distance it has to travel and the borders it has to cross. 
An obvious aspect of this is tariff and non-tariff barriers• While jute 
fibre is traded freely, developed as well as developing importing 
countries may levy import duties on jute goods entering their country 
which may go up to 50 to 100 % for some developing countries. For 
developed countries, import duties normally are in the order of 0 to 
25 %. In addition, some countries have quotas and other non-tariff 
barriers for jute goods. Since 1983 import duties for export to the 
EEC and the USA have been abolished. 
Ocean freight rates for jute and jute goods are high and increasing. 
Freight costs account for 20 to 25 % of the c and f price of BWD jute 
shipped to Western Europe. Jute goods shipped from Calcutta have a 
slightly lower freight rate. Shipments to the USA have a slightly higher 
freight rate than those to Europe. On routes with less competition 
freight rates, relative to the distance, may be much higher. Ocean 
freight rate for shipments from Thailand to Western Europe are much 
lower (+_ 12.5 %') because of considerable competition. Between 1971 and 
1980 freight rates have more than doubled (McCowan). 
Sufficiënt availability of shipment space very often is a sincere problem 
causing delay in delivery, which in turn is disadvantageous for the 
competitive position of jute in various markets. Suggestions to overcome 
such problems or rather prevent them from occuring are given in many 
documents such as the UNCTAD report on "The marketing of jute and jute 
products". 
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8
* SUMMARY AND DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
In this paper a brief and rather descriptive investigation of the world 
jute economy has been presented, showing the position of jute and jute 
goods in various parts of the world. It was undertaken as a preliminary 
study preparatory to the main study on the short-term to medium-term 
outlook for jute in connexion with supply and export marketing strategies 
for jute and jute goods. 
Jute and jute goods have lost ground to other modes or products in a 
number of areas in many countries. This is due partly to technological 
development in the transport sector and partly to developments in other 
products, synthetics in particular, which were better fit for the job 
than jute goods were in the past. 
There are many areas, however, where jute goods are superior to or at 
least as good as the substitute products. To keep its share of the market 
and perhaps even to conquer grounds lost in the past or to enter completely 
new end-uses, it is essential that work is done in a concerted way in a 
number of areas to make sure that jute and jute goods are available 
- in adequate quantities 
- at the proper time 
- of a good quality 
- with appropriate service 
- at competitive prices 
- at prices which are remunerative to the jute and jute goods producing 
industry. 
All these aspects must be taken care of simultaneously. 
A selection of important areas of consideration is listed below. Some 
items are being taken care of already by national or international 
institutions, such as the International Jute Organization, FAO, UNCTAD, 
ITC, World Bank, UNIDO and ESCAP. 
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A. Agronomic research and improvements 
- higher yield per hectare 
- better quality fibre 
- cost reduction 
- higher profitability. 
B. Manufacturing of jute goods 
- better quality product 
- better quality control 
- development of new production techniques 
- upgrading machinery 
- increasing labour productivity 
- reduction of (increase in) costs of inputs and spare parts. 
C. End-use research and marketing 
- improvement for existing end-uses 
- technical and other services to consumers 
- better marketing of jute goods incl. market promotion 
- development of new end-uses 
- opening new markets. 
D. International trade factors 
- improvement of ocean transport services 
- reduction of ocean transport costs 
- reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers 
- improvement of port condition 
- prevention of disruptions (e.g. strikes). 
E. Supply and price stability 
- adequate supply 
- at competitive prices 
- reduction of over supply 
- avoiding of undercutting. 
F. Better information 
- general information on item A, B, C and D above 
- information on current developments in the market (demand, prices, 
supply, stocks) 
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- information on likely future developments in the market (ditto) 
- analytical methods to forecast short- to medium-term developments 
in (a country's position in) the market 
- analytical methods to assess future effects of (inter)national 
policies of supply, export, stocking and pricing and its 
repercussion for the national economy. 
Our work in the main study will focus on short- to medium-term future 
development in the jute market on a country or regional basis thus 
providing the tooi to assess the future effects of planting, supply 
and export strategies and the possiblities of stabilizing prices and 
at least maintaining market shares. Results will be generally available. 
It is intended in a follow-up project to transfer the analyses including 
the model, the data bank, updating facilities, and the computer software 
to appropriate institutes in the countries concerned to enable them to 
continuously have the benefit of this analysis to assist in drawing-up an 
optimal supply and export marketing policy. 
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